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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, March 13,
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Seen&Heard Final Speech Of Bucher
Around
Given Before Board Today
Murray

Several Cases Are
Heard In Court Of
Judge McCuiston

By ROBIRT CRASS.'
eight-week inquiry into the PueCORONADO, Calif. (UPI) -- blo's capture by North Korea
His Navy career in the balance, Jan. 23, 1968.
USS Pueblo skipper Lloyd M.
When Bucher finishes, his
Bucher today defends his de- civilian attorney E. Miles Harcision to give up his ship in a vey delivers the closing legal
final speech before a Navy court argument.
of inquiry.
The court then retires to
The five-admiral court was to write a report that could rehear Bucher's summation on commend Bucher and other
he last day of testimony in an Pueblo men for court-martial,
decorations, or no action at all.
The court's decision on Bucher was expected to be made
public, but the Navy has not
announced when.
In
cross-examination
this
week, the admirals concentrated on Bucher's decision to sur-

Resident
Passes Away

Vol. DOM No. 61

Astronauts Splashdown After
Successful Trip. Way Paved
For Walk On Moon This Year
Joe Conley Oakley
Is Accepted For
State Police Post

Richard Orr Wins
His Eagle Badge
In Ceremony Here

Masterful Tests Of Spider
Means Landing In 4 Months

Science Fair
Draws Many
Good Entries

Friends Of
Library Plan
Tues-day Meet

c.it

Two Wrecks
Investigated

TRIC

100 Per Copy

Several cases were heard in
the Calloway County Court of
Judge Hall McCuiston during
the past week. Records show
Scarlet Tanagers, the first of
the following occurred:
the year. Handsome birds.
Bennie J. Jackson, Murray
Route Two, speeding, fined $10.Ire still have not read that book
110 costs $18.00; State Police.
Vernon Hale brought us on the
Donald Fultz, Lincoln, fli,
rurple Martins, but one thing
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
lor sure, get those Purple Mar.
$111.00; State Police.
tin houses up now. The scouts
Bobby Joe Nanney, Almo,
Will be coming in very soon
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
looking for nesting places and
518.00; State Police.
iafsey will relay this information
Rickey D. Hill, Hazel, speed.wto the main tribe.-How, we don't
ing, fined $10.00 costs $18.00;
know, but they do U.
State. Police.
Mimed K. Orr
E. H. Tidwell, Benton Route
prints by E. Dudley Wil
Incur, speeding, fined $10.00
(no reLaUon because we
For Joe Conley Oakley of
costs $18.00; State Police.
sent paint) (pictures that is),
Tommy White, Hazel, passing Murray Route 1, the long wait
IOW of the Eastern Bluebird and
Earlie Youngblood, retired
school bus, fined $10.00 costs is about over.
the other of the Cardinal. We general merchant
Bahamas. Rescue helicopters
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
of Coldwater, (Continued on Back Page)
An auto body repairman for
$18.00; Sheriff.
got the Great Horned Owl and was claimed by
UPI Space Writer
were airborne.
death WednesDian T. Boyd, Lynn Grove the past ten years, the 27-yearPheasant too, some time ago. day at eight p.m.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
After discarding their engine
Richard K. Orr, son of Mr. Route
at the Mee
One, speeding, fined old native of Trigg County was UPI
dowview Retirement Home near
— Apollo 9's precision pi- (Continued on
and Mrs. Richard K. Orr, 1505 $10.00
appointed
to
the
Kentucky
State
costs
Back Page)
$18.00;
State
rd. "He would rather Farmington.
Polots rode a sheath of flame toCardinal Drive, Murray, receiv- lice.
Police on January 28.
Shah a tree to tell a lie than
Youngblood, age 80, was a
day
back
from
ed his Eagle Award at a Court
triumpha
a
nt 10
Accepted only after undergoAdrian L. Miller, Mayfield
Is. stand on the ground and merchant in
days in orbit that put Amerof Honor held by Boy Scout Route
the general merOne, speeding, fined ing rigorous, written, psycholog- icans within
tell the truth".
chantile business at Coldwatet
four months of
Troop 45 in the First United $18.00;
ical and physical conditioning
State Police.
for forty years before his rewalking on the moon.
Methodist Church.
Robert D. Woodall, Almo examinations, as well as a thorRainfall in the Tennessee Val- tirement.
James A. McDivitt, David R.
He was a member of
Ricky is in the ninth grade Route One,
ley in February was 5.7 inches. the Coldwate
speeding, fined $10 ough investigation of his back- Scott
at Murray High School and a 00
and Russell L. Schweickr Church of Christ
costs $18.00; State Police. ground, Oakley was first placed
This is 35 per cent above norThe deceased was preceded
art left their orbital path at
member of the
Methodist
Albert 0. Smith, Owensboro, on duty as a Cadet Trooper to
mal for the month. We thought kill death
11:31 a.m. EST with a lolling
Church. He has served- in three- speeding,
by his wife, Truths, on
.
it was kinds wet in Februari June 10%
fined --$10.00 costs await beginning of the next 11-second braking
1961.
blast from
training class.
'The Murray High School 1969 troops during his scouting ca- $18.00; State Police.
Survivors are four daughters, Science Fair
On March 17, he will report their main engine.
was held March 8 reer, Troop 66 in Arkansas,
Johnny D. Goodman, Owens41)w you hear this kid Brown- Mrs.
Clellon (Redo° Sanders of hi the Austin School
"The burn looks good," McCafeteria. Troop 36 in Memphis and boro, speeding, fined $10.00 to Frankfort's KS? Academy
lag Bryant sing on the Kraft
A reorganizations] meeting
Warren, Mich., Mrs. Harlon One hundred
along with about 35 other ca- Divitt reported as Apollo 9
and forty-one Troop 45 Murray. Riding and costs $18.00; State Police.
Music Hall last night? What a (Clemmie
swept over Hawaii on its 151st of the Friends of the Library
) Black and Mrs. John seventh grade students
caring
dets
for
to
his
horse
begin
are
14
his
favweeks
of
rig_voice. A person is born with
McKinely
entered
Turner
Benton
(Josephine) Baker, both of projects in three
and last orbit. And he said it will be held Tuesday, March 18,
categories: orite sports along with all the Route Five, public drunkenness, idly-disciplined training leading
'II voice like that and no amount
at seven p.m. at the Murray-CalColdwater, and Mrs. Harmon biology, physical
"felt good."
outdoor
to
assignme
activities
nt
scouting.
u
of
a
State
Troopscience and
ett training of a normal vo
fined $1000 costs $18.00; Jailer.
loway County Library.
(Rebecca) Roach of Hazel; two earth science.
The
er.
USS
Guadalca
John
nal
stood
Wells
of
Murray
State
Could achieve what he has right
Joe Brandon, Almo Route
The local Friends group was
sons, Tax Youngblood of YpsiGraduation from the Academy by to retrieve the astronauts In
Judging was based on origin- University presented the charge One, strong armed robbery, asew.
organized several Years ago and
lanti, Mich., and Ted Young- ality, effort,
calm
will
tradewind
be
to
seas
180
the
followed
miles
new
Eagle.
by
a
one-year
appearance and
mended to breach of peace, finhas contributed much in the way
blood of Mayfield.
period
during east of the coral isles of the of
scientific worth. Eli Alexander, Eagle Scouts David Garrison, ed $1900 costs $18.00; Sheriff. probationary
support as well as material
tee drunks 'walking along a
Also surviving are two bro- Murray High Principal
which
be
Quinten
will
Fannin,
work
Larry Robinin close
Irvan Boyd Jackson, Murray
, presentneeds. They purchased a water
!inroad track. Says one, these thers, Edgar Youngblood of
company
son, Robert Bear and Peter Route Two,
with
experienc
ed
ed
ribbons
to
the
following
driving
while
in- troopers.
cooler for the library in 1966
%re the Range* stairs I ever saw. Mayfield and Layton YoungSchiel received their Bronze toxicated, fined
$100.00 costs
and later that year bought a
Says the other, yeah, but it's blood of Huntsville, Ark.; one winners:
Oakley is a 1959 graduate of
Palms for earning five merit $13.00; Sheriff.
Biology
—
1st,
Sheri
Thornmuch needed coat rack.
those low hand rails that get half brother, Bryan Youngblood
ICirksey High School. His wife,
ton, LSD; 2nd, Ricky Lowe and badges above the 21 required
Michael C. Sheehan, Fulton the
The outgoing officers Afit.-MIL
of Florida; one half sister, Mrs. Ray Hornsby,
former Sheila Ann WashLBL Wildlife; for an Eagle.
Route Four, speeding, fined burn,
Mrs. James Fee, president; Mrs,
Willie Smith of Florida; thir- 3rd, (three
and
six-y
Marty
ear
Wells
old
and
son,
THpp
Joe
Jones
way
tie), Selwyn
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- Alan live
Alfred Wolfson, vice-president;
Fellow goys that love quickens teen grandchildren; ten great
here in Murray.
Schultz, Light Variation and were awarded the rank of Sec- lice.
Mrs. Ray Broach, secretary;
all the senses except the cora grandchildren.
ond
Class.
Scoutmas
ter
Edward
?lent
Growth, Trine Nicks,
Bobby Chester, Murray, child
MM.
end Mrs. Jesse Shoemaker, treaFuneral services will be held Measuring Plant
Veazey
presented
many
Scouts desertion, ordered to pay $30.00
Growth, and
• ....minimmirsr
surer. Serving on the Board of
Saturday et two p.m. at the
I. the troop with their Merit
A miessreefimp thought in the 18 erupt' of the Max H. Churchill Knits Kennedy, Embryology.
en*. te be Paid
Directors were Arlie Scott,
CkrNiemCourt; Sheriff.
Mail WI Ihottle weather is that Funeral Home with Bro. L. H. Physical Science — 1st, Mary 'Wow
Charlie Lassiter, and Miss Ruth
Twenty-two area law enforce- Cole.
Julian Miller, Benton, cold
OM Is Meth 13 and warm wee Pogue and Bro. Coleman Crock- Doran, Ionic Propulsion; 2nd,
Corby
ment
officers
Boles,
Hologram
and
lawyers
checking,
;
at3rd,
fined
$10.00 costs
Ober best enat be boo far away. er officiating.
The Constitution and By-La-vs
tended the seminar conducted of the organizat
Charlie Parker, Solar Furnace.
$25.00; Sheriff.
ion state that
Interment will be in the Earth
by
the
Federal
Science
Bureau
—
1st,
of
I.
InCarol
David Ashley, Hart Hall
'Sem* lakor Net told me to Coldwater Church of Christ
John Henry, age 88, of 100
(Continu
ed
vestigatio
on
Back Page)
Simons,
n
at
Relief
the
Mapping;
City
Hall on
Dormitory, Murray State Uni- Spruce Street, Murray, passed
2nd,
beware March 15. You never Cemetery with the arrangeversity, cold checking, fined sway at the West Kentucky Tuesday afternoon.
!mow what kind of kook you ments by the Max H. Churchill Beth Wilson, Erosion; 3rd, DonJ. V. Beaver and Marvin C.
na Cole, Erosion.
$10.00 costs $25.00; Sheriff. Hospital M Madisonville on
yrill run into these dare .. Funeral Home where
.
friends Mary Doran received the
Evans of the Louisville FBI
Sista. Caesar.
Tuesday.
may call.
office conducted the meeting a
Grand Prize Trophy for Best All
He is survived by his wife
Two traffic collisions were
long with John Corbett of the
Around
Project.
Honorable investigated by the Murray PaMrs. Virginia Henry of 100
Paducah FBI office_
mention awards went to: Gene
Spruce Street, four daughters
ce Dejartment on Wednesdai.
The men who work under
Parker, Paula Poyner, Melani
and two sons.
injuries were reported.
Palmer M Baken, Jr., special
Wilson, Bob Blalock, Cary Pa
The Kentucky Mountain MisThe funeral will be held on
Wednesday at 12:35 p.m. a
agent in charge of the LouisGingy Flora, Alan Lemons, Mit- collision occurred
at Meadow- sim Truck is scheduled to be at Friday at the St. John Baptist
the First United Methodist Church with Rev. C. E. Ward (Continued
lane and Johnson Boulevard.
on Back Page)
(Continued on Back Pagel
Cars involved were a 1963 Church on Monday. March 17. officiating. Burial will be in
Anyone
having clothing or the Murray cemetery.
Studebaker two door driven by
A group of interested citiFriesutt may call at the home
Aldean Laverne Hough of 1401 other articles for the mission,
zens met at the Red Cross chapBy JACK WALSH
high in the opening week of the
Story, and a 1964 Ford four is asked to bring them to the after 5:00 p. m.
ter office recently to formulate
SAIGON (UPI) — U.S. head- offensive.
The Rutledge Funeral Home
further plans, according to Rodoor driven by Anna Roberts educational building of the
quarters said today the first
is in charge of arrangements.
Requarth of 1107 Main Stret. church.
bert 0. Miller, 1969 Fund
Communist gunners meantwo weeks of the current ComPolice said Mrs. Requarth was
munist offensive has taken a time stepped up their rocket
Murray State University has Chairman.
Mrs. Vedic Nichols Brewer
An advisory committee congoing east on Johnson Boulebigher toll in American dead and mortar attacks overnight, of Paris, Tenn., a native
been awarded a $10,000 grant
of CalSHORT IN FAN
vard, stopped to enter MeadowInd wounded than the first two hitting about 42 targets in the loway County, died Tuesday
by the Atomic Energy Commis- sisting of Max Hurt, Dr. Kee
at
Wesdrs of the Tet offensive in most nightly attacks in three 2:45 p.m. at the Henry County lane. Mrs. Hourh, going north
sion for the upgrading and re- Harrel, Prentice Lustier, Mrs.
The Murray Fire Departmegt writing of its
list
days.
nuclear physics Yandall Wrather, and Mrs. Ken
General Hospital, Paris. She on Meadowlane, tried ,to stop, Basketball games will
be answered a call Wednesday it 'teaching laboratory.
Adams gave ideas and suggesbut hit the Requarth car in the
Casualty Report
Communist losses for the
was 78 years of agts.
played
at
the
Hazel Elementary 11:45 a.m. to Belk's Department Dr. L. B.
opening 14 days of the now 19The weekly casualty report
Bridwell, professor tions as to ways to reach as
She was born May 20, 1892 in right side, according to the po- School on Friday, March 14, at Store
on the west side of the of physics at the university, many peole as possible offerday-old offensive have been
Calloway County and was the lice. Mrs. Requarth told police seven p.m.
court square. The fire was from said today he has been
lighter than during the first
(Continued on Back Pagel
notified ing them an opportunity to
daughter of the late Nichols she did not see the Hough car. The Hazel PTA
men's and a short in the cord for a fan. by Russell S. Poor,
tee weeks of Tet-10,876 this
director of participate.
and Carolyn Foster Nichols. Damage to the Hough car women's teams will play
the, No damage was reported and the division of nuclear
Workers have been appointed
One compared with 29,228 guereducatShe was married, in 1909 to was on the front grill and fend- New Concord men's and
wo- the fire was out on arrival of ion and training of the
rillas dead in TM.
AEC, in each community who will
William S. Brewer and he pre- ers, and to the Requarth car men's basketball teams.
1 t..e firemen.
The figures appeared in the
that the grant has been approv- make solicitations. They are
ceded her in death July 30, on the right front fender and The public is urged to
attend.
Weekly US. casualty report
ed by the recommendations re1950. She was a member of the door.
(Continued on Back Page)
Which showed a drop-off in casview committee.
Don Robinson, president of Olive Branch Methodist Church. South 13th street was the
NOW YOU KNOW
CHILI SUPPER
scene
collision
the
of
at
Bridwell
ualties on both sides last week the Murray-Calloway
5:15
and
Dr.
William
E.
Survivors are one daughter,
County
The Dexter Homemakers Club
p.m. Wednesday.
from losses that hit a 10-month Shrine Club, has
by United Press international Maddox, assistant professor of
announced Mrs. Carnell Olds of Paris, Involved
in the collision were will sponsor a chill ripper at
The world's most crowded physics, wrote the proposal for
that due to conflicting engage- Tenn., one son, Howard Brewer
the Dexter Community Center
rail system is the Tokyo service the project last fall. All of the
ments the regular meeting of of Gleason, Tenn.: one sister, 1967 Ford tour door owned by on
Saturday, March 13. Chill,
of the Japanese National Rail- money will be used for the purthe club has been changed from Mrs. Ruby Williams of Gleason, John Nance Paschall and driven
chili dogs, cake, pie, cold
ways which carries about 4,- chase of new equipment.
March 15 to Saturday, March 22. Tenn • one brother, Rex Nich- by Jane W. Paschall of R011:11
drinks. Pad coffee will be sore.
The project will be funded
300,000 passengers daily•
Sbriners and their guests will ols of Lansing, Mich • eight Three, Puryear, Tenn., and a
on a 50-50 matching basis with
meet in the home of Mr. and grandchildren; ten great grand- 1967 Chevrolet two door owned
by Bobby D. Bazzell and driven
Murray State also providing
Mrs. William E Moffett, Panora- children.
$10,000. Bridwell said the fedFunei at services were held to- by Peggy Colson Bazzell o f
ma Shores Members please
eral funds will be forwarded at
day at 2:30 pm. at the Olive Murray.
note change in date.
Police said the Paschall car
the beginning ofthe coming fisBranch Methodist Church with
cal year.
Rev Bonnie Sykes officiating. Was going south and the BasRobert 0. Miller, Calloway
Burial was in the church ceme- ta car was going north when
County attorney, was the guest
collision
occurred,
the
Cars
tery.
speaker at the annual ChambThe New Hope Day Care Cenwere parked on both sides of
er of Commerce Banquet held
ter for retarded children now
street
the
at the time of the
Monday evening.
has nine children enrolled with
Collision.
Jim Johnson, executive viceCharles Sheeks and Steve
three more to be enrolled, acDamage was reported to the
president of the Murray ChamSmith have been pledged by
cording to an announcement Tau
left front fenders of both cars.
Kappa Epsilon fraternity
The Murray Cii,itan Club is ber of Commerce, and his wife
,,igivide at the meeting of the
at Murray State University.
now selling tickets to its annual
Boyce McCuiston of the Kenog...alloway County Association of
(Continued on Back Page)
Sheets is the son of Mr. and tucky
Aunt Jemima pancake day to
Forestry Division was callRetarded Children held at the
Mrs. Wayne Shacks of 1323 ed
be held Saturday, March 29,
to the "Whiskey Ridge" area
bertson School on Tuesday Main
and is a freshman major- on th3
from 4:30 a.m. to eight p.m.
ening.
side of Calloway
ing in philosophy and English.
Officers of the Civitan Club
County last night
Major Warner Cole, president,
Sheeks attended Murray High
have expressed their appreciatField fires wera extinguished
resided. When the three chitSchool where he was an avid by the
ion to the management of
Forestry Division.
ren are enrolled, this will be
The International Relations
football fan.
Rudy's Restaurant and Maple Club at Murray State UniverMcCuisto
Madrey,
Kathy
daughter
n
called
of
the
sheriffs
-,, (Continued on Back Pape)
Smith is the son of J. H. office to
Leaf Restaurant for once again sity will sponsor a
have Deputies Calton Mr. and Mrs. Ernest M. Madrey
One hundred froluntw workers met et the Murray
panel disSmith of 1667 Calloway Avenue. Morgan
allowing the club to use their cussion concerning
and Gene Parker come of Route- 1, Murray, has been Woman's Club l4dO. Wednesday to receive Instructi
the Arabon
for
He is a freshman also majoring to the scene.
facilities for this annual event. Israeli conflict on
It was thought the elected secretary of Alpha Del- Hi. Kidney ScrmIng program scheduled for March 11
Tuesday,
for
In philosophy and Engllsh. He fires
Tickets for this event will March 18, at 7:30 p.m.
might have been the wort ta Pi social sorority at Murray all wheels In C iloway County.
in the
also attended Murray High of
sell
for
one
dollar
an arsonist, according to State University.
and
will
enAssisting n the training program were Graham B.
Little Chapel on the campus.
School.
title
Miss
the
Madrey,
bearer
Sheriff's
to
a
all
junior
the
genoffice.
Wall
pan(le), a
WWI Prows IntannalIona/
Taking the Arab side will be
resentative of Ames Company, Mrs. Jack
Tau Kappa Epsilon is the
•
eral business major with mm. Bailey, Dr. Nancy Holland
cakes with sausage or bacon that Darlene Alberts, Dr.
of the University of Kentucky
Wayne
largest collegiate fraternity in
he
or
on
in
she
can
sociology
psychoeat.
and
School of biedlcine, and her assistant, Miss Rosemarie Mc-'. by United Press Internetfonal the world
Beasley. and Dr. Wayne Sheets.
TWO Call)
with 347 chapters in
logy,
The
was
proceeds
one of 16 coeds init- Donald, Mrs. Don Keller. president of the
will be used The Israeli side will be discussFair today through Friday. 41 states,
Murray Woman's
Two persons wer3 cited for iated into ADPi recently. She is
the District of Colby the Civitans to help finance ed by Rev. Martin Mattingly
Club, and Mrs. James Garrison. chairmen of the
• h today upper 30, to upper umbia and
,
Kidney
two Canadian Pro- disregarding a stop sign yes. also a member of Phi Beta
the
New Hope Care Center for Bobby Joe Sims, and David
. 631/ tonight in upper teas,
Screening preIfret
Vince' Tau Kappa Epsilon was terday by the Murray Police Lambda honorary
Retarded Children and other Grosbeck.
business orupper IX
Approximately 2100 children will be mooched in testfounded in 1899.
Department.
worthwhile projects, • a club
ganisation.
The public is invited to ating program which detects six kidney diseases.
spokesman said.
tend.
.
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In Our Nth Year

FBI Seminar
Conducted At
John Henry Dies At The City Hall
Madiso

nville On
Tuesday At 68

Red Cross
Drive Plans
Announced

Mission Truck To
Be Here On Monday

Casualty Toll Is High In
Viet Cong let Offensive

;10,000 Grant Is
Received By MSU

Mrs. Verlie Brewer
Succumbs Tuesday

Hazel-New Concord
Teams Plan Games

$39w
$41"
1657

ILIN

ON
890

Shrine Club Meet
Will Be March 22

Miller Guest
Speaker At Mayfield

Retarded Day
Care Center
Now Filled
Two

Pledged By
TKE Fraternity

Civitan Club Now
Selling Tickets
For Pancake Day

Fire Reported On
"Whiskey Ridge"

Kathy Madrey Is
Sorority Officer

t

'WEATHER REPORT

,

.,tasomenevilliMminaramomb

Arab-Israeli Panel
Discussion Planned
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Hollywood Films
Space Race, Too

LEDGER•TIMES FILE

THURSDAY — MARCH lk 190
STOCKSICK DIES
ST. LOUIS UPI - BUIStocksice
a member of the St. Louis Cardinals ground crew for 60 years before his retirement, died Thursday night. He was 85.

Deaths reported today are Frank Holcomo, age 78,
of Salem, IlL. Van & Higgins, age 63, of Murray, and
JAMES C. WILLIAM, PETHLISHIR
Robert A. Erwin, age 60, of Hazel.
The Southwest Kentucky Regional meeting of the
Wit reserve the right to reject any Advertisusg. Letters to the Editor.
By ARMY AR01110
or Public Voice items which. us our opinion. are no', for the beet Baptist Churches was held March 11 at the First BapCeatral Press Assocsatron
Interest of our readers.
tist Church. Represented at the meeting were 146
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD The flight of
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00.. The elturehes.
By ERNEST SAKLER ,
Apollo
8
and the three heroic
lass Barbara Bigheun of Paris, Tenn., and ladle
madnon Ave. Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg.. New York, N.Y,
astronauts were watched with
Stephenson Bldg, Detroit. MichHerroitl of Heath were selected best-groomed girl and
VATICAN CITY UPI - The more than the intense
interest
Entered at the Post Office, Murray. IlLesitadeL for transaniseten as boy at Murray State College in a contest which brooOt Roman Catholic Church is updat- of the rest of the world by a
the winners a first prize of $67 each, donated by the ing its ancient litany of saints group in Hollywood those
Since ISIS
Second Class laaatra
inmerchants of Murray.
by adding new ruunes, dropping volved in the making of the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week Mc, per
Murray WRS defeated by Tilghman 77 to 48 in the forgotten saints and substituting super-epic, "Marooned."
month $1.10. In Causeway and adjoining counties, per year. $5.50;
And with many good reasons:
Works
Zones 1 a 2. moo. sasewbere $13.00. AU service subecriptions $11.00. regional basketball tournament semi-finals. Calvert City an ecumenical plea for &controvthe film is the tale of astroBUILDERS OF FINE
beat Bandana 59 to 28 to meet Tilgiunan in the firiabt. ersial phrase.
nauts who are lost in space
"The Orststaading Clete Asset M a Cesimmisity la the
The idea, Vatican sources said,
MIMORIALS
when their
Integrity el Ms Newspaper"
Pettey White • Manager
Is to make the long prayer more Its return ship does not make
as scheduled; NASA
111 Maple St. 753-2512
meaningful to modern man.Chan- film of the
moon-orbit flight
ted several times during the rerebe used by the film makTHURSDAY — MARCH 13. 1969
ligious year, the litany asks those ers, producer Mike Franovich
saints named to intercede before and director John Sturges in
WSall-TY
WLAC-TV
SiSIX-TV
God on behalf of those who pray the final sequirce of the HollyCheanel 4
Mamie' 5
Ckaaael I
,
wood version of a space shot.
It.
THURSDA
Y EVENING PROGRAMS
"And if ours doesn't look
By UNITED ragas INTERNATIONAL
A new list of saints recently
Sels Note
ws
.;. =Iv
rivzer.
1 1
drawn up in the Vatican is only like the real thing." Sturges
SEASRCOK, Tenn. — Mrs. Lorton Scott, wife of
a guideline, the sources said. told us on the set, "we're
!coked. People are used to seeApollo 9 astronaut David Scott, explaining why she and
They said individual dioceses ng
Wear's It
the real thing like watch- Army archard inspects a wouthe wives of the other two astronauts due to land today
Mrle
Wortit? Al8
The Benny
may add the names of locally ing the war in
nd, on the sot
"Manioneid."
Yietrm!"
were feeling uneasy:
.
0w
,4
Illu
tale..s
4
siS Wear
..treel Were"
favorite saints if they wish.
• • •
their
In
space
suits
only one
"We are rookies. That's why we're so tense."
FROM what we saw on the hour since they are not afgiant
sieNso
lUr
=
11";
Hollywood stage. it looks forded the luxury of air condiNot Mandatory
like the real thing. In all the tioning, as genuine spacemen
WASHINGTON — Sen. John 0. Tower, R.-Tex., opBezeffiee Opine -.., 11:15
Jew Meese
years
we've been covering Hol- are. The Hollywood suits cost
Jam tielts• SeMe
posing passage of a treaty to ban the spread of nuclear
Show Starts ...._-__11:45
. .7-2
lywood
23
/4'1'1'5
to he exact -we've $2.200 and while looking exBut while the revisions are
weapons.
1 1nem rellillt=
never
seen
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STOCKSICK DIES
LOUIS UPI - Bill Stocksicle
ember of the St. Louis Car din;round crew for 60 years behis retirement, died Thursclight. He was 85.
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Murray State Thoroughbreds
Have Best Season In 26 Years

An expansion team beat a verof the ninth.
sion of the New York Yankees,
Rico Carty continued to show
WU( EVICRY GRAVE
Be Belinsky walked half a
dozen he has shaken off the tuberculosis
batters, Willie Mays hit a homer
and the world champion Detroit attack which sidelined lain] last
season. Carty drove in three
ever for one season. The Racers
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nesday.
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most with
City Royals, 4-3,
Since 16116
275 and tor field goals attBasketball Tournament opened the final score
runs in the three innings he with
successful season for a Murray
62 to 60 in favor
Lee May making his first
ked, fell to the Montreal Ex- hit
last night at the Murray State of North Marshall.
team in 26 years, winning 22 gam- empted (542). He has also become
of the spring a home run,
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Sports Arena and winners in the
9-4. Mack Jones and Bob off Wally
Everything seemed to be going.
es and losing 6,and it AVIS all done
Bunker .. Mike Cuellar,
ey homered for Montreal.
by a team that was supposed to scorer with 960 points in just
traded to Baltimore by Houston opening round were Ballard Me- Hickman County's way in the
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morial and North Marshall high opening game
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as Fay Jordan, a
the winter, worked over
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Virden led the Racers in score St. Louis Cardinal staff, walkschools.
team
Freshman,
6-0
Chic Valley Conference.
popped
basket
the
the
Astros
as the Orioles won,
'eider White • Manager
ing with 23.5 points a gameand in
6d six Pirates in two innings, but
The Ballard Memorial Bom- for six points
NCAA
The
4-0
appearanc
five
in the first
11 Maple St. 753-2512
e was onCleveland scored six unve up only one run,as the Cards
ly the second for Murray although rebounding with 11.4. He was secearned runs in a free-wheeling bers shot down the Hickman Co- rninutes of the game and the Falunty Falcons 51 to 44 in theopen- cons held an eight point
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the Racers have won or shared ond in tree throw shooting and
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win over the Seattle Pilots.
lag game behind the red hot 10-2, with 3:31 to go
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four OVC championships, three field goal accuracy. Jim Young
in the period.
markers
came
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of them under the guidance of
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mped in 14 points for the Bom- however and by the time
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Coach Cal Luther. When theRacthe quartoiling for the exfield goal accuracy with 52.4
bers.
p'un of the spring as the San Fran. pansion
ter ended they had narrowed the
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percent.
The nightcap was a real barn- gap to one point, ll-10.
isco Giants dropped an 8-6 de- and Lee Stange,
1952,
the
league did not get an
taking their first burner
lision to the Chicago Cubs, who
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The two teams swapped basautomatic bid to the tournament,
turns of the spring, pitched well
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Jets and the Cuba Cubs battled kets for the first
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to
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at
and
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the pro tour because of back ds to the Falcons' 27 and the ded 10 points for Cuba.
N A MART* BORG
Cuba
12 24 37 56 60 Blondett was also named to the
V
trouble and now conducts a tennis Bombers had 12 fouls charged
The Jets hit 24 of 62 tries
All-OVC team and Don Funneman
school here. Manuel Santana is against them while Hickman had from the field for a 38.7 per
North Marshall (62)Beth 2,S. Da- was honorable mention.
the star of the Spanish team. 21.
Dr. V. W. Ether-ton
cent average and 14 of 18 from
Murray set new conference
Cuba got an early lead on North the gift stripe for a 73.7 per cent vis 12, Faith 26, Harrington 11,
Johnston 11, Barrett.
and school records for field goal
'AMMISION
.EASTMAN GOLGE
Marshall
in the second game but average. Cuba hit a very good
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
1965, and is said to be throwing
Dr. V. W. -Etherton an(Dr.
Cuba (60) B. Parm 4, Redden 10, accuracy by hitting 47.7 percent
the Jets quickly made up the 22 of 41 from the field for a
PI Executive Sports Editor
in old form.
McClure 6, Swatzell 20, Jones of its shots, and Virden with 657 R. L. Wuest announce the
difference and at the end of the 53.7 per cent average and 16
merging of their chiropractic
Ex-Oriole Moe Drabowsky and
20.
first period North was ahead
CRUMP RIDES AGAIN
points became the h hest Racer offices to one location, 201
4I FORT MYERS, Fla. UPI - Ask ex-Met Galen Cisci
are on the
by eight, 20 to 12.
I'
ipanager Joe Gordon about the Spring roster
2011, AMY,+3 Onstres
North Fifth Street, Murray. The
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It appeared the North Marshall
1969 prospects of his new Kansas also are talking about Dave Wickoffices will now be known as
team
was
an
SAN
on
. easy road to
JUAN, P. R. UPI - Diane
City Royals of the American ersham, who isn't. Wickersha
the Etherton-Wuest Chiropractic
m
illik
Crump- will ride in two races at victory for the next two quarters
League and he keeps using two is 33 but, working with
Center.
the Omaha
words over and over again "you- farm club, is showing something El Comandante race track Sun- of play as they still had their
Dr. Etherton stated that the
eight point lead, 32-24, at halfth" and "interesting."
need for such a chiropractic
of the form that made him a 19- day.
Miss Crump will be aboard time and twice in the third quartGordon, who's been around be. game winner for Detroit
center has long existed in the
five
Consejera in the third race and er they led by eleven points.
community. The center will be
fore as manager of the Indians, years ago and this could
move
With 3:25 left in the third perVersemaker in the sixth. Track
*ars, and Athletics, knows it's him up to the Royals'
one of the most modern equipbullpen.
MKT
officials said she may still draw iod and the Jets in front 41 to 30
ped chinpractic facilities in
,
well
as
safe,
as
for
the
There's
one
other thing the
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Western Kentucky. The center
for
Cubs
the
got
another
and
hot
poured
of
er
of
one
race
major'
the
on
the
Sunday
Royals have a lot of players,
Iff
if capable of extending the best
seven points while holding th
'four new expansion tea- some 130 in all in the organiza- card.
A
chir.- practic health care for
Jets to make the score at the
to
modest
be
s
about
goals.
his
MCI
tion.
acute and 'chronic conditions
That the Royals, returning big
as well as accidental and inRogue baseball to the city desertKids Are Hustling
dustrial injuries. The new cented by the A's two years ago, will
#whiteer MIiti Dated
MACK & MACK HAS THE FINEST
er will have the latest in chirobe young there is no doubt. Thirty
461....... mew mow eigs
"We may make some mistakes
practic adjusting equipment, tOf the 40 spring roster players as we make decisions about
MERCURY SERVICE DEPARMENT
playray, analysis, chiropractic techire 26 yards of age or less. ers based on their
ne THIS ENTIRE AREA — SEE THEM TOMORROW
early season
niques, and ph)si-..therapy.
form," Gordon said. "But if we
Dr. Etheiton has maintained
* 'T hey'll Work on Anything
11 All Work Guaranteed
Hoping For Pitching
do, why, we have a whole bunch
a chiropractic office in Murray
of hustling kids and we'll be able
4
for the past six years. He re"MACK Si MACK'S
But how "interesting" they to give them
ceiegd his premed study at
all a chance."
will make things for the four
Mechanics Aren't
Southern Illinois University. He
Among the non-roster players,
veteran teams and the also new incidentally, are
is a graduate of Pakner College
ex-White Sorer
Factory
Only
Trained—
Sehttle Pilots in the American Dave Nicholson, ex-Tiger
of Chiropractic. He is a memOrlanLeague's Western Division may do Pena, ex-Met Dennis
ber of the Palmer College AlumThey're Factory
Ribant,
deem] largely on whether Gor- ex-Dodger and Tiger
ni Association, the American
Larry SherEducated"
SOB'S hopes for his pitching staff ry and ex-Red Boxer Tracy
Chiropractic Association, Alpha
Stallere fulfilled. Chapter of the Delta Sigma Chi
ard.
—*—
"We have a lot of promising
Fraternity, Kentucky AssociaQuality
14'
Glass
W/41
West
Band
Elec.
495.00
__._
. young pitchers, a lot of strongtion of Chiropractors, and is a
MACK
VISIT
Evenrude
Super
14'
Glass
W/40
Elea
MANI
"armed young fellas," said Gorgraduate of the De Palma ColThe infield could line up with
14' Glass Matte W/3S Mercury Elec.
&MAIO
lege of Physio-Lberapy in Houdon. "They've been about my Chuck Harrison, who hit 25 homMACK
FOR
&
—
14' Akron. Craft W/18 Johnson Bloc. ..—...— 875.02
ston, Texas.
most favorable impression so ers for the Braves' Richmond
lese
15' Arre Glass W/711 Mercury Elec.
995.00
Dr. Wuest served in the U. S.
far this spring,"
farm club, at first base, ex-Red
14' Glass Par W/45 Mercury Elea. ._
*
715W
Marine Corps from 1957 to 1961.
The names of the Royals young Smolt
Jerry Amer at second,
15' Cutter Wail Mercury Met.
He attended Howard County
915.00
hurlers - men like Roger Nelson,
strong-armed ex-Twin Jack Her15' Speed Liner W/45 Mercury Elise.
College in Big Spring, Texas
7541.110
Wally Bunker, Jim Rooker and
nandez at shortstop, and ex-Red
16' Black Hawk W/75 Johnsen Elec. —_—_11151.1111
and Santa Ana College in Santa
Dave Morehead - aren't likely to
Soler Joe Foy at third. Ex-Angel
Ana, California. His four years
16' Cherokee W/75 Johnsen Elec.
frighten the enemy. But their Paul
Schaal could break into that
of chiropractic study was com16' Cherokee W/75 Jehneen Elec. ---.-.1150.00
background indicates
Gordon Mew
at third or elsewhere and
pleted at Palmer College of
14' Glastron W/641 Johnsen She.
•1195.M1
optimistic.
"Everything For
Luis Alcarez, who started the
Chiropractic
14' Terry Bass W/28 Evenrud• Elec.
in
Davenport,
- 1095.N
• Nelson, 24, is a 6-foot-3, 205 1968 season as the Doers'reguIowa. Dr. Wuest served his in14' Swiss 6 Will Mercury Thunderbolt .1 _.119S.1111
The Water-Sportsman"
' pound righthander who was the lar second
baseman and then fadternship in the Palmer College
14' Swiss 6 W/50 Mercury Thunderbolt
1115.00
Royals' No.1 choke in the expan- ed, could
eite out Adair.
Public Clinic. He received his
17' Cutter W/M Mercury All Sled
-* —
sion draft. The Royals grabbed
1195.00
The outfield is loaded with
post-graduate study at the Gon1r Carter Craft With N
eer
him from the Baltimore Orioles, left-handed
1995.00
USED MOTORS
swingers, including
stead Chiroprintic Clinic in Mt.
16' 0 ass Par W/110 Mercruiser
where he had worked his way up ex-Yankee
2150.90
Steve Whitaker, Joe
Horeb, Wisconsin Dr. Wueet is
4 To 20 Hp.
16' hrk Tw•ln W/110 Mercrulsor .....—2495.00
to No. 4 starter by the end of the Keough, Ed
y McGuire
a member of the American ChiKirkpatrick and Pat
19'
Mark
Twain
W/1611
Mercrulser
1968 season with a 4-3 record and Kelly,
. .._ 3595.00
Good Deals, Tool
ropractors Association, the Kenbrother of pro football
MERE ARE JUST A FEW— THEY HAVE OTHERS
a 2.41 earned run average.
tucky Associaticn of Ciriropficstar Leroy Kelly.
-*
Bunker , only 24 even though
tors, the Palmer College AlumGordon isn't willing to guess
this will be his sixth year in the his lineup
ni Association, the Alpha Chap
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR MERCURY MOTORS
at this stage, pointing
*majors, also came from the Oriory''
ter of the Delta Sigma Chi Fraout, "So far, I've simply been
Mark Twain, Astro Glaii, Swl
ft, Polar Kraft, Gen•ral Marine, Arrow Glass.
oles where he had a 19-5 record impressed
ternity. and the Murray Lions
es, Gene Krupa
by the spirit and husMirre Craft, and Critchfi•ld Beats. What A i.inti•Upl
In 1964 and 2-0 last year.
Club.
tle of just about everyone. Every
Southpaw Rooker, 26, had a one
The center will have hours
FOR
THE
BEST
of these young men looks
DEALS
AROUN
D
SEE
—
14-8 record at Toledo last year
from 9004 m to R 00 p m
la Alherghetti
like he meanie to go all out to
add was sold to the New York win a job."
Monday thru Saturday. as well
YEakees, but the Royals drafted
as Monday and Fnelay evenings
And Gordon added a line un- John Fulford (21) of Ballard Memorial drove past
MEE Moreheed, 25;lea veteran necessary
for an expansion man. Hickman County's Terry Fuller (41) to make this layof parts of six sellS0i1.8 with the ager:
up in first round action in the Region One Basketball
(AdaertietsmoM)
"Every jot) is open."
Red Sox, including a no-hitter in
U.S. 66 —½ Me West Ky. Lake Bridge — Aurora, Ky. —
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Mrs. Dodson Gives
Program At Mattie Mrs. Lloyd Cornell
Guest Speaker
Bell Hays Meeting IsMrs.
Lloyd Conrail was the

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

.
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THURSDAY — MARCH 13, 1969

•
Mrs. I. H.Key Is
Mrs. Justine Story Student Council
Presents Program At Calloway Meets Hostess For Meet
The Calloway County High
At Circle Meeting Student Council held
iU regu- Genealogical Group

Mrs.. ilemma
Debi% Jr-. guest speaker at the
Cherry
pauesoted the pregame at the Corner
The Genealogical Society met
The Cordell& Erwin Circle of ar, monthly meeting on Tueo
Baptist Church on Wedmeeting ef the Motile MI Hays nem*,
the Women's Society of Christ- Jay, March 4.
in the lovely borne of Mn, L
March 5, at seven
Circle at the Women% Society clock
ian Service o( the South PleaThe meriting was called to or- H. Key on Monde., afteniooa
in the evening.
of Chriatisa terries of the First
sant Grove United Methodist der by the president, Ricki Hop. with Mrs. Joe Allbritton, presiThe meeting was of the WoUnited Methodist Month held men's Iflasiosary
Chan* net Monday evening at ins and Elisabeth Nance, the dent, presiding.
Society and
on Mediu evaded at the
the church.
Each member present rea
sc:retary, gave the minutes and
ether eripalsations of the be.
taiheL
Mrs. Justine Story presented the roll call. The treasurer, ed on the work they had
church.
'Two an A !rode vas the
the program on "The Search Jacki Bulzko, gave a report on pleted since the last meeting
Mrs. Cornell, a native of Hasuhjeet M the program takes waii, showed slides
Development and Internat- the council's finances.
for
held at the home of Mrs. Louof the bfrom the study book "The new leeds and talked
ional Justice". She gave some
The business concerned the ise Dick in February.
about
the
Prophet". The main theme was state. She sad her
of the facts about developments surplus of money that is held
Mrs. Jim Byrn brought a ms‘r 5
husband,
"a person trying to fled his
and said that an awareness that by the council. It was decided hook, 'Tennessee Old Stuff' is
Coniell, Baptist Student
own identity".
peace is not possible without to donate $175.00 to the school Edith Whitely for the womb'
Unio
.s director, Murray State
Mendell, March 13
Mrs. Dodson had prepared a ahonity, and their
development and economic jus- to be used in whatever way it to see. It consisted of abstree•
two chitThe Elm Grove WMS will tice is stimulated.
iseaningful sad expressive worof old wills, deeds, moriegel,
spent Christmas with her
is most needed.
hem a prayer meeting at the The devotion was given by
ld* center with the lighted
In Hawaii.
The council decided to take etc.
hems of Mrs. Walton Fulkerson Mn. Hazel Jackson and Mrs. steps
candles amain the life of
Plana to have the cemetern
to boost school spirit for
at 9:30 &IL
Christ, the open Bible as the
Story with the scripture read- the tournament.
Danny Ross, records reprinted were diacuse
•••
word of God, and two masks reing from First John and Mat- senior representative, was
sel- ed. The women reported on the
The Memorial Baptist Church thew. Mrs. Ola Mae Brandon ected
presenting Greek comedy sal
to make a pep talk to the Tennessee records being copWeemet Missionary Society will led in prayer.
•ragedy.
student body. Eech homeroom led.
have a mission study, "In Aloha itra. Imogene Paschall con7n keeping with the wereldp
Refreshments were served by
representative is to make a
Land",
at the church at 5:48 ducted the business session.
enter Mrs. Dodson said Ile The Brotherhood, Royal Asmall talk concerning this in the hostess, Mrs. Key.
p.m. A potluck supper will be Mrs. Clovis Brown, secretary,
we hide behind a mask". Ilhe
--.s, Woman's Missionary
Those present were hiesdamhis homeroom.
served.
said God knows us NM se IPS Oridelje, Girls Auxiliary, and
read the minutes, and Mrs. Ka- President Hopkins asked
es John Livesay, Charlie Stubthe
•
•
•
are and it a constant smineeof
therine
Rickman, treasurer, members to be considering pos- blefield, Jim Byrn, Foremaa
of the Elm GLIM
The South Murray Homemak gave her report.
bewilderment to us bow Gad
Misch held a NNW
sibilities for next year's offic- Graham. Clifton Key, rt- L 13°wera Club will meet at the horns Announcements were
ewer elope trusting or Whig ~MO der the week at preyden, Louise Dick, Joe Allbritmade
of
Harold
Mrs.
Eversmeyer
us.
at
of the Paris district meeting at r.lb to nine p.m.
ten, L H. Key, Miss Maud*,
s Ow ham minim it the
a.m.
10:30
Mrs. Z. B. Howtoe gen the
Paris March 13, the "Day Apart"
The meeting was adjourned Nance, Miss Erin Montgomery,
en Madiseeday. March
•••
devotion and primer follosed•at meat e'eleek le the evenat Hazel on March 28, and the with prayer by Mrs. Hazel
Jack- and Miu Eppie Wllcox.
The Newcomers Club will annual conference at Union son.
• the group singing "0 Melifir ing.
•••
meet at the Community Center- City, Tenn, April 10 and
Let Me Walk With Time- with "DeelselAullio Gospel" vas
Murray Nieman, designer fel
11.
Refreshments
were
served
at 7:30 p.m Hostesses a:e Mes- The book study on John
-11M•litegler Wallis at the ple• the theme et the program•
will to the eleven members by Mrs. Hannah Troy, makes news witt
dames Elwood Brown, Bill Bar- he held starting April 7
tr.
special Maras WM taken at
from Imogene Paschall and Mrs. Clo- his vestee suits. Typical is a
nette, Ronnie Cella, and Bill
The males was spewed with the close irr the Ands Arsdouble-breaded cropped plaic
vis Brown.
Draper. Howard Steely will be
the song. "Mere Lave To Thee' strong Easter emit
the speaker.
led by Mrs. L J. Martin with
Prayers wee led by Rev. W.
Se.
Mrs. Roy Farmer at the piano. A. Farmer.
away Kelly, PurThe Cumberland Presbyterian
Mrs. Celia Crawford gam the
Outland,
Lamle&
dam
,1111ba
nieditation and prayer.
Women of the North Pleasant
6
and linisel-Panius.
Ashounceasent was Ueda a
Grove Church will meet at the
imiters
Win
taking part
She world wide clothing drtm
home of Mrs. Keys Wells at
,.as were Mesdames
one p.m.
1 ler Asia this month. Mrs. Wil- in the
A. Farmer, Albert Crider,
W.
•••
liam Jeffrey read the minutes
Earl Lee, Chilies Burkeen, Guy
The Westside Homemakers
and the treasurer? reports were
Luther, and James Outland.
Club will meet at the home of
by Mrs. T. Sledd and Mrs. Roy
Men and hips participating
Mrs. Gerald Stone at 12:30 p.m.
Fanner.
Dieu the soda, hour re. were Chaim Renteen, Jimmy
•••
Emerson,
Dwayne
Fulkerson,
freolimeets
.,.. were served by the
Grove_ 128 Wooctmen of Abe
and
Greyer
liesiteen.
healegues. irrs. Ted Ross, Mrs.
World will have a dinner meet
Others present were Miss
s Zany ilistd, and Min Roberta
ing at the Woman's Club House
Gwen Fulkerson, Mesdames
Mai PAM COOPER
at 6:30 p.m
WaitalW • •••
Gerald Kimbro, Damon Lovett,
• ••
kr&
Res
Camp
t
of Murray Route One announces the enMilton Outland, Alfred WillThe
Dorothy
Circle of the
graMment
of
her
daughter, Woe Pam Cooper, to Rickey Alexia&
i
iams, James Chaney, Jimmy KelFirst Baptist Church WMS will
ley, Gary Wicker, Rupert Emer- air, we of Mr. end Mrs. Elbert Alexander of Murray Route Six.
meet at the home of Mrs. Irby
Kiss Cooper is a junior at Calloway County High School,
son, Mason Thomas, Larry SuitMr. Alexander is a member of the senior class at Calloway Hendon at 9:90 a.m.
es, Scott McNabb, Luther Hen• ••
Mrs. Wallace Ford, president, don, Glen Hake, Purdom Lassit- County High School. He plans to attend Murray State Unisorally.
The Hazel Woman's Club will
A June wedding is planned.
; presided at the regular meeting er, Joe McCuiston, and James
meet at the club room at seven
of the Beta Sigma Phi sorority ShekelL
p.m. Mrs. Harold Wilkinson and
held Monday evening at the
Mrs. Tommy Story will be hosCommunity Center on Ellis
tesses.
, Drive.
•••
• The guest speaker was David
Friday,
Meech 14
Horton who is associated with
Jeffrey Ray is the name opThe council meeting of the
, the art department at Murray
The Sigma Department of the sen by Mr. and Mrs. Jerry May Elm Grove Baptist Church
Mrs.
State University. Horton showRudolph
Thurman's Murray Woman's Club held Cope of Benton
Route Four for WMS will meet at the home of
ed.slides oesillOtis centaty, art. home on North Ninth Street
regular -Marsh meeting their baby boy, weighing eight Mrs. Albert Crider at seven
He was introduced * the pro- was the some ofthe monthly their
Monday evening at the club- pounds 14% ounces, horn on p.m This will also be a prayer
r gran chairman, Mrs. John Mika- meetingeig the Bethany Sunday
house with the hostesses being Saturday. March 8, at 8:02 P.m. meeting for the Crusade • of
School Class of the rust Bap
icik.
Mesdames Joe Ryan Cooper, at the Murray-Calloway County Americas.
Names of rushee' were pre- tist Church held on Monday
•• •
Louis Kerlick. Kenneth Win- Hospital.
vented to all of the members March 10, at seven o'clock in
ters, A. W. Simmons and ThoThey
The
have
North
one
Murray Homemakdaughter,
Tiand plans for a rush party were the evening.
mas Hopkins.
na Lane, age twenty months.. ers Club will meet at the hoax)
discussed. March 31 was set As
The inspiring devotion was
Mrs. Tom (Bine) Downing
Grandparents are Mr.., and of Mrs. Angie Gibbs, 1841 Farmthe date,
presented by Mrs. Charles Mer
presented an enlighting and en- Mrs. Grover Lovett of Benton er Avenue, at 1:30 p.m.
It was decided that the chap- cur. She read the scripture from
• ••
tertaining program about her Route Four and Mr. and Mrls.
ter would make a donation to Mark 14 and Luke 22:27.
work through the years with Solon Cope of Benton Route
Teen Age night will be held
Easter Seals and Red Cross as
Miss Nancy Sledd was the "exceptional"
children. Mrs. Two.
at the Dexter Community Cena service projeet.
guest speaker. She is a student Downing
was principal at the
Great grandparents are Mr. ter. Mrs. William Flood and
A transferee, Mrs. Noland at Murray High School while
Outwood Clinic for several and Mrs. Chester Burkeen aid Mrs. B. C. Edwards will be hosHarvey of Bryan, Texas, was she and her parents, Rev. and
years and is now a professor Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lovett, all tesses this week.
present.
Mrs. Maxwell D. Sledd, are reI ••
at Murray State University.
of Benton Route Four.
Mrs. Fred Gardner and Mrs. aiding in Murray. They are mis• ••
She spoke briefly at the conSaturday, Meech 15
stewe hoes were hjugesews for sionaries to Nigeria,
and are clusion of her prepared discusA daughter, Rachel Sus,
A Chili supper will be held
now home on furlough. Miss
the evening.
sion about the newly organised weighing eight pounds 4's ounc- at the Dexter Community CenMembers present were Mrs. Sledd spoke of her life in NigDay Care Center for the men- es, was born to Mr. and Mrs. ter, sponsored by the Dexter
dames Fred Gardner, John Yik- eria.
tally handicapped which is pre- Ray F. Collins of Benton Route Homemakers Club. Chili, chill
ulcik, Dan Wall, John ThreshSpecial music was by Dr. molly
being conducted at the Four on Saturday, March 8, at dogs, drinks, coffee, cake, and
er, Isaac Adams, Larry Over- Lou McCain. The group sang the
First Presbyterian Church. She ' 10:03 am. at the Murray-CaUo- pie will be served.
bey, Steve Ross, Larry Contri, class song, "In The Garden"
• ••
John Hine, Willard Ails, Gerry with Miss Sledd playing the stressed the need for both fin- ' way County Hospital.
ancial and physical assistance
Mr. and Mrs. dirt Collins of
The Kentucky Rho Chapter
Requarth, Wallace Ford, John piano.
if the pilot projt.t is to find a Benton Route One and Mr. and of Alpha Delta Kappa will have
Goodridge, Benny George, John
The president, Mrs. R. A. place in our
community.
Mrs. William L. Oliver of Ben- a luncheon at the Holiday Inn
Emerson, Ray Sims, and Miss Stinker. presided and the open.
Mrs. Bill Thurman. Depart- ton Route Four are the grand- at mon. Mrs. Ruth Raney, state
lag prayer .was led by Mrs. ment
Jean Cooper.
Chairman, announced that parents.
president, will speak. Hostesses
•••
oel Melugin.
r
registration for the Sigma kinGreat grandparents are Mi. will be June Smith, Martha
Store all medicines and, Refreshments were served to dergarten is now in progress and Mrs. Marvin Armstrong of Crafton, and Mabelle Walker.
the twenty-one members and
▪ household products in locked one
• ••
guest was Nancy
fer next fall. It was called to Lyon County, Mrs. Amy Bordaway from food storage
attention of the Sigma's ers, and Mrs. Collins, both of
Sled.cabints
A rurtmage sale will be held
GREY CAL F Mist the Kidney testing program Benton.
at the American Legion Hall
•••
Will begin ea March 19. This
starting at six am., sponsored
-Bags To Matchto the first such test to be givMr. and Mrs. James Prescott by the WSCS of the Martins
e, in any politic school system of Murray Route Five ann)unce Chapel United
Methodist
lathe USA. The tests will be the birth of a daughter, Melissa Church.
able to Owllop et wiz kid- Ann, weighing eight pounds
•
S.
ney diseases and/or diabetes nine ounces, born on Saturday,
A turkey shoot will lte Id(
The project is being wagered March 9, at 12:52 a.m at the at the Hardin Conservation
by all the departments of the Murray-Calloway County Hospi- Club from nine am. to five
Murray Woman's Club. All chil- tal.
•
pm., sponsored by the Dexter
dren of school age in Murray
The grandparents are Mrs Community Club.
•••
and Calloway County will be Lillian Prescott of Murray
able to take part in the pro- Route Five and Mr and Mrs.
A country jamboree will be
gram.
Carlos Ferguson of Route One, held at Aurora School starting
Mrs. Bailey Gore spoke to Buchanan, Tenn. Mrs. Melissa at seven p.m. Admission will be
the members about, the present Hooks of Murray is a great $1.00 and 50 cents with proBONE PRINT - $18.95
state of Head Start in Murray. grandm,ther
ceeds going to Glen and Dixie
• ••
The members were all thanked
-Bogs To Ma tch Rudolph who are ill.
„ .
•• •
for their recent financial supMr. and Mrs. Michael Capport and encouraged to do parelli, 96 Shady Oaks Trailer
The Tan Phi Lambda sorority
much more in order to save C urt, Murray. are the parents will have a progressive dinner
the program for the children f a daughter, Michelle Anne, with the first course being servPhone 753-7381
385 Spruce Street
of this community who need weighing seven p ,unds 10% ed at the home of Glenda Smith,
this "head start" in their edu- ounces, born on Sunday, March Bailey Road.
•••
cational development.
9. at 10:15 p.m at the MurrayRestore old baskets by firm
Calloway County Hospital.
The grandparents are Mr and washing with a pine cleaner
Mrs. Julian Capparelli of Sene- solution. Then rinse and air dry
B
ELLADONNA
ca Falls, N. Y., and Mrs. R. K. the baskets and they will be
flowers,
fruit,
breed.
Moister of Liverpool, N. Y. Mn. reedy for
BLACK PATENT
Michael Capparelli of Seneca Paint the baskets if you like, but
BLUE CALF
Falls, N. Y., is a great grand- the scrubbed, unfinished look is
mother.
popular
CROWN CALF
•• *
•••
BROWN CALF
To avoid any misses or skips
BLACK
painting,
brighten
when
the
CALF
Home furnishings
experts say work area. Use a small flood
$15.95
off-white will continue to be
Bags To Match the light or remove the shades from
most popular color in
paints and lamps to obtain adequate light.
wall coverings this year
In home
•••
furnishings, gold, avocado
green
Handkerchiefs used by cold
and brilliant blue will
remsin blg victims need to be pre-treated
sellers.
before laundering to destroy
•• •
germs. Soak them in salt water
The American A u to mo
bile for half an hour and rinse in hot
Association says the first step in water. Then wash in boiling hot
cleaning car chrome is to wash
it soao water or detergent suds and
with suds and water
rinse. To sterilize further, press
with a hot iron while damp

..4

Engagement Announced

Elm Grove Baptist
Church Holds
Special Program

•

David Horton Guest
Speaker At Beta
Sigma Phi Meeting

'

• ••
Thurman Home Is Sigma Department
Scene Of Meeting Hears Program By
Of Bethany Class Mrs. Tom Downing

I.

Tria young Joyce magic
puts you in a fashionable spin!
So many "in"things
to choose from. Shoe looks
that set you _worlds apart.
- Come see. Come sigh!

•

• •

4

•

sia.95

in HEALTH CLUB
-•

Will Be Open.

"at, L1. i FRIDAY NIGHTS
For Ladies Only

FROM 5 TO 9 P.M.

Starting Friday, March 14 •
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I. H.Key Is
'ostess For Meet
enealogical Group

larui to have the cemetesy
ords reprinted were &acute
The women reported on tin
nessee records being cop
sfreshments were served *
hostess, Mrs. Key.
tinse present were Mesdamfolio Liveuy, Charlie Stubield, Jim Byrn, Foremut
um. Clifton Key, R. L DowLouise Dick, Joe AllbriiI. IL Key, Miss Maud*.
ce, Miss Erin Montgomery,
Miss Eppie Wilcox.
•••
Hurray Nieman, designer r6i
inah Troy, makes news with
vestee suits. Typical is s
tble-breasted cropped plaid

•

THE LEDGER & TIMES —
MURRAY, HENTUOty
THURSDAY — MARCH 13. 1969
sense.
and put it back in the cupboard
In order to really make someNow, what would you have done? There was still plenty to
thing oet of Finley's remark
to which many Democratic poldrink and the evening had hardly started, but I decided to
iticians would subscribe privatexcuse myself and go home. Do you think that was the right
ely, the opposition l going in
WONDERING IN MANCHESTER
thing to do?
have to show some specific examDEAR WONDERING: Since I don't know your hostess, and
ples of political misuse of the
don't know bow you behave after two drinks. I can't say
state construction fund. Demowhether your hostess' actions meant, "You've had enough to
cratic Lt. Gov. Weor H. Ford
41(
FRANKFORT: A stateasked for and received a list of
drink," or -We've had enough of you." But U you excused
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
wide election to fill the vaWASHINGTON D. C., March
the protects built with the disputyourself when the "evening bad hardly started," and weren't
cant post of state auditor
coaxed to stay longer, you were wise to go borne.
FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI - It's ed construction fund but so fax 9 - There will beadded incentive
will be held in November.
dateresting how some straight he has not criticized the choices. again this year for the nation's
The vacancy was created
political talk-stripped of the 'a- He said he Is checking into some youngsters to get into top physiby the death Saturday of
CONFIDENTIAL TO LOUISE: A girl who is old enough to
cal shape.
nal posturing which politicians of the pro)ects.
Auditor of Public Accounts
Or according to a news story, The United States Marine Cor•Iffect in public can cause such a
Clyde Conley, 49, of Paintsaccept an engagement ring is old enough to return it herself.
vdle.
furor as did reported remarks there was another Republican ps announced today that the high
And don't, for goodness sake, make up any "excuses." Your
at the Feb. 8 Young Republicans' official, Public Information Co- school senior who comes out on
reasons for not wanting to marry a man who uses eye shadow
THE ELECTION will
mmissioner W. James Host,urg- top in its Youth Physical Fitness
meeting in Louisville.
and mascara are good enough.
cause some quick rethink• There was Highway Departme- ing the Young Republicans to cat- Program will not only receive a
ing of political patterns and
nt executive aide Hasold Finley er to newsmen in order to get trophy and medal. He will also
norms and will, in all likeEverybody has a prettiest. What's years? For a personal
By Abigail Van Buren
get a $1,000 scholarship to the
saying, for instance, that the favorable publicity.
lihood, the next few days
reply write to Abby. Box OFMS. Los Angeles, CaL. NM and
college
professio
or
nal
school
department spends its constructfind a number of applicants
swims a stamped. selladdresood envelope.
Whether we like it or not,that's of his choice. The scholarship
DEAR ABBY: You sure let me down. Why did you back up
to fill the seat.
ion Money with an eye toward
a
role
of
the
public
that
advised
allergy
will
when
doctor
informati
he
given
be
the
woman
by
on,
Post
Cereals
to get rid of
Gov. Louie Nunn will
7votas.
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS? SEND 11 TO ABBY. BOX
or
public
relations
,
men.
the
fill
And
of
General Foods Corporait's
the Chihuahua she had for eight years?
the vacancy until Nomerely said what any
OWN. LOB ANGELES, CAL., IMO. FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET
the
role
of
newsmen
the
vember when both Demo,knowing tion, which also sopports the
Know what I think? I think those allergy doctors all hate
pollffeelly knowledgeable person this,
MUTE
"BOW
Lemon
TO
FOR
ALL
OCCASIO
s
NS."
crats
to weigh the elements of Marines' youth fitness program
and Republicans are
pets. I went to one once and he told me I was allergic to house
know has been a factor in roadexpected to square off to
bulldog since the state first got self-interest before deciding wit- nationwide.
dust and cat fur—and I didn't even own a cat! When those
fill
the
post.
valid news is included In the
This year hundreds of thous.- allergy doctors can't find anything else to blame, they always
Into Hat business.
It will be the only state"Pr" man's handout.
ands of youngsters from more
•- SINS Snow Highway Comgive you a dog or cat story. If I were that woman, I'd keep the
wide
contest on the ballot
than 1,000 high schools through▪ ssiORIEBIERTY Ward, the Demin November for a public
Chihuahua and get rid of the doctor.
Very truly yours,
A third official of the GOP out the country are expected
to
ocrats* MINIM gubernatorial sonnet Commissi
Once.
HATES DOCTORS
oner Russell participate in the program which
candidata, adsowledgas as mu- Mobley, Lexington,
was quoted will end up with more than 70
4-----TWOTONSTITUTIONAL
DEAR
but
HATES:
ch.
Sorry.
dogs NM eats frequently ARE
—
as referring to the firings of
amendments also will be on
the culprits in cases of allergies. There is a simple test,
"Highway Sods have always thousands of Highway Depart- youngsters traveling to Washthe statewide ballot, but
ington, D. C., to compete in final
been used for politicial purpos- ment Democrat
however,
determin
validity
to
the
e
of
the
doctor's
diagnosis
.
the suddenness of Conley's
s as "progress." meets and stripy an extensive
es," said Ward, now a Paducah
Get rid of the pet temporarily, and if the symptoms disappear.
death has left politicians
sight-seeing tour of the nation's
newspaper publisher.
you'll
Unprepared.
know the pet was the cause.
Mobley said he was quoted out capital.
"If you think of politics as
The person elected this
In addition to the $1,000 scholfall to fill the unexpired
either trying to reward some- f context, but, even so, many
DEAR ABBY: On St. Valentine day, the gentleman I've
term will not be eligible to
• one who has helped you in an epublicans would agree, partic- arship, the high school with the
been dating gave me a bottle of perfume in my favorite
ularly after listening to recent top scoring fitness-team will resucceed himself with a full
election or building sentiment
fragrance. He also took me to dinner and presented me with a
four-year term.
for some future election, every, testimony about activities at so- ceive a $500 award from Post
beautiful orchid corsage. But then be spoiled it aU by handing
fund in the Highway Department me highway maintenance garages Cereals for the purchase of physical fitness equipment.
me a $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE! It was like a slap in the face.
can be used for political purpos- in the past.
I tried not to show my shock and disappointment, but I still
es . . on resurfacing, you can Adding credence
to the news
haven't been able to bring myself to cash it. Should I drop
think you're getting some advan- story which reported
on Finley,
him?
tage by resurfacing in one area Host and Mobley
INSULTED
is the fact
_instead of another area where
told by a _deputy attorney Guests Tjiseling
.
..
...DEAR
-INSULT
ED:
Sorry,
bet
I can't see any reason for
•-• You'llkilrf7te-15/ goutM general, that the reporter
,
was quch Lighter
being "shocked. disappoiated, or insulted." But if you skowid
do any good."
NEW'YORK (UPI)- A veternot recognized as a reporter un• "There is never enough mon- it much later in the meeting. an bell captain at a New York decide to drop this gentleman, let me know where you drop
him. I know about 38 women who would love to meet him.
ey to do everything that needs
hotel says people are more knowto be down, so some Judgement
All three men sounded quite ledgable about the idvantages
must be applled to where the In character for good politicians of traveling light.
DEAR ABBY: I am a lonely widower of only two months.
NEW PRESIDENT TOASTED Elected president cif West Ger'money is spent," Ward said. speaking to a partisan audience
decided to visit these friends whom I have known a long time,'
many while Russia harassed the voting by closing 4LCCP•S
Travelers are carrying lighter
As Wad says, "It really goes in what they thought was private. luggage than
feeling
that I wbuld be welcome.
roads to West Berlin, Gustave Heinemann I right is toasted
ever before, accordback to what you call politics."
on 36-in. high
Abby. I took my own bottle not wanting to put them to any
by Vice Chancellor Willy Brandt. In the center is Karl
ing to Pat Giannsttasio, of the
Perhaps the furor over all this Hotel
When elected officials point out
expense to entertain me.
Wienand, a deputy of the Social Democratic -Party.
Edison, who's been on the
shows
that our political stan- job
the highway needs of their coWell, after two drinks my hostess took my glass, washed
for 23 years.
it
mmunities, that can be the best dards are higher than are the
"They're
packing
more
senkind of politics. But when part- hard political facts we know to sibly and
wash and wear outfits p•••••••••1111••11111•11M••••11111111111
e bus favoritism outweighs the be true. If so, then maybe our make
1110•11111O•01111111111111RE1•1111•1111•11111111111111111•111111
.1111111111111
it easy," he says.
gaidos needs of the people, that half-serious indignation is a good
•
••
can -bra politics in OS worst thing.

Remarks At
Meet Cause
A Furor

Good Shape
To Add Up
For Youth

Ky. Auditor
Dies; Vote
Set in Fall

She Would Keep
Dog, Ditch Doctor

getZe

HAIN LINK

Joyce magic
ionable spin!
ty "in"things
n. Shoe looks
Parids apart.
?. Come sigh!

FENCING
OUTFIT

•
•
•
Music Cruise
NEV. YORK-(UPI) - Paquot •
l.ines has scheduled its second •
annual \twin Cruise aboard the
flagship Renaissance from Lisbon.•
Portugal. for September. 1969. •

11,

•

TOUR auRorz
THIS SUMMER
goo 23 Cittml . . . including
Paris, Rano, Venice, Genova,
London. Anisterdorn, and Many
Mhos*
liktneational Tour, boated by Mrs
Kay Gregory, will depart New Tort
July 1 and return July 30
For more Informattoo, muMrs.
Gregory at 1111-311141 or write ROO
Poplar tn Murray

mong
intemationally-renowned artists who will perform
during the l•3-day voyage are
Isaac Stern, Jean-Pierre Rampal,
Janos Starker, Sviatios Richter,
the Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra
conducted by Karl Munchinger,
and the Royal Ballet with Margot
Fontey n and Rudolph Nureyev.
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For Large Living Areas!
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GENERAL RECTIIC ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
"COOL CASH" REFUND OFFER

17;
Z.V.

UP TO
$3000
REFUND

lab

?'

ii

PEOPLES BANK
a

N
11
0— 1

Fashionette 6000
Room Air Conditioner
COST $1159.95
•
CASH REFUND 5 oo
Two

Superthrust"
Air Conditioner
19,030 BTU/Hr.

• Charcoal Odor Filter
• Air Thrust Selector
• Quiet Slumber Speed
• Total Air Direction
Control
td119
.
95
COST NI

Ten Position Automatic
•
Thermostat •
CASH
Pan
Speeds •4-Way Air Direction•Fresh Air Exchanger.$154195

!

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

SI

4,4640spirogiok-.4-imi

Low Price!
Hioh Air Flow!
18,000 BTU/Hr.!

AGDS 719-D
Model AGKESOOF
8000 BTU 'Hr. 71
/
4 Amps

t

King Size
Cooling
Power!

Mrs, Dorton* Ford
Carole. Selo, 11100.es•mob.•

$tanding Still?

AL F
I CAL F
CALF
CALF
Bags To Match -

Chain link outfits include
line posts, post cape, top
rail and chain link fabric.
Gates and terminal posts
extra. 12 Outfits reduced

S

`20•14/EE
ft.

Try a different bank-in '69.
Ours, for example!

••• •••• G•••.••
r, .••••
er•41.0.•••• ••••••• re
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Compact!6000 BTU!

LORRAINE

"Superline" Room Air Conditioner
'0" BTU
CO
/S
HrT.$249.a9
.MTodenelPosition Automati
D
c15
Thermostat
0
C:7
y R EFUND
• Total Air Direction Control
• l'wo Speed Cooling
• Ultra Quiet Rotary YOU PAY
Compressor

•==,,• MEM.
•••••M
411ML

A

50 x100 FOOT
LAWN
Hefty ,
2-in. mesh
11-gouge,
weight

4th ANNUAL PRE-SEASON SALES EVENT
,.1111111111111111..—

1

to enclose a

: DIRECT FROM GENERAL ELECTRIC

•

PATENT.LADO

- —

PAGE FIVE

Frs.

'he Genealogical Society met
the lovely home of Mrs. I.
Key on Monday afternoon
Mrs. Joe Allbritton, peed.
I, presiding.
'ach member present rea
on the work they had
:eel since the last meeting
i at the home of Mn. Lou.
Dick in February.
Ira. Jim Byrn brought a net;
k, "Tennessee Old Stuff" Ily
th Whitely for the womMe
ee. It consisted of abstracts
old wills, deeds, mortagel,

'1,••••14111.11111111101111111111111111111111r

YOU PAY ONLY

R EFUND20.00

$299.

I

Let me give you all the
details and prices on the
largest selection of fencing in town., ,all at sears
extra low catalog price.

General Electric
"Superline"
Air Conditioner
• Multi-room cooling
capacity
• Four rotary air
directors
• Automatic thermostat
Model AGDS11138

for an appointment
at your convenience
RIO MONEY DOWN
1s1 payment due
JUNI. 1, 1969

YOU PAY ONL

8.8

Sears

BILBREYS

CATALOG SALES

•
•
•
•
210 East Main
I••••••••••••••••••••11411•01•111/••••••11•111

753-5617
1111•••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Phil 753-2310

ootionam•ai

SOUTNSIDE MANOR
SNORING MITER
MURRAY, KY.

¼eiw P7

4
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IT'S
OUR

******4
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10 BIG DAYS

STORE HOURS
9 to 9 Weekdays
SUNDAY
1 p.m - 6 p.m.

DON'T

FOR EXTRA BIG VALUES

a

4
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BEAUTIFUL AVOCADO 1-PC.

Cookware Set
(All Teflon]
10 loch Fry Pas, 1 Ot. Covered Saacepai,

PERNA-PRESS

Mons Shirts
You Mist See These
CLEAN'19

Reg. s2"
Viey1 with mapped fabric back. Poly Pack

51.1. Dal River Fairic
LADIES'

Wind
reakers
\for Sprig..
; \With hood.
•dt3 netifur Colors.
fe

,7

A S•••Ii-PA..1.-Lar •

52i51 12,110 52x90 601a. hued

111
CLEANSER

oor
'4. Mirror

HAT, A VALUE!

DIAPER & PANTS IN
ONE

soft, comfortable _& absorbent
°vernal++ 12.

2"

OUAKER
STATE
lOw 30
01.

Reg $4.98

BEAUTIFUL
ASSORTMENT

PLASTIC

FRAMED
PICTURES

BABY
PANTS

EXTRA LARGE SIZE
REGULAR or MINT

Large Size

Dove
Dishwashing Liquid
2 FOR

880

Rog. 7.9$
Opener that's o
price has been
to the lowest

ACRES OF
FREE
PARKING

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

et
T h
0o
ig

**

*

It it

21

-11
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HELP YOURSELF
/ TO A BIG SLICE OF

IN MURRAY SHIM!
Sale Starts Thursday, MARCH 13th
DON'T MISS THIS BIG EVENT AT BIG K
MANY FREE GIFTS

•••••••••00000.0000•111

DO 1-PC.

Set

FREE! FREE!

)e]

REGISTER
EACH DAY
During
BIG SALE
FREE
POPCORN
To all the
KIDS
THURSDAY
MARCH 13

vered Saucepan,

1288
Fry PIE

'aper
lowels

You Will Find These famous brand
ladies & mons watches. 17 and
11 jewel calendar, shockproof
6old atd Silver

SUPER VALUE
10 ROLLS

Bathroom0
Tissue

A.M. Table Radio
SUPER SAVE PRICED

ALL COLORS

!NAT A VALUE
_
UNTY

4"ACCENT" TABLES
Ixoesdys lookiwg, yet dolightfyll
y
imbapoweiv., sees bead. ynnbOOPINO
ly propOrIONYnn 'Accent" lathe
boweifwNy ronsionn,w
Clow&
on& Ony MOON Ywar /*eke 10
St*. Table,
or Sissinierd SoOor• Abair

;E

Ders

TS IN ONE
& absorbent

ly1tme

15

By G.E.

BIG K Reg.

17"

SOLO OUT
COFFEE TABLES

END TABLES ONLY

NOW
$10m,

AMEN TABLE RADIO

19.88

CARTRIDGE
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

Reg. '1"
Attractive Design
3 Brass Legs
Dress Up Your Home

Plays: 11 frock, 4 track
with picket and rarely*, AM. FM m
FM stereo reeler:4y
cominue ovrommicol.
ly of may be changed
manueliy

0.ernign, 2

13c

83C
24 OZ.

1.4•4400,,, 30

1.57 $1.27

570

EXTRA LARGE SIZE
REGULAR or MINT

SOLD ELSEWHERE
FOR $1.47

LIMIT TWO

SOLD ELSEWHERE
87c
BIG K

LOOK AT THESE SIX (6) ITEMS ...I THINK YOU'LL AGREE
BIG K PRICES
WILL SAVE YOU A DOLLAR SIXTY THREE

66C

for $1

TRIC
PENER

SAVE

2
Res. 7.91

spener that's a
price has been
to the lowest

FAMILY SIZE
7 OZ.

SOL D
ELSEW HERE
1 1.83
SAVE 26'

lbon't Get Paid To SitHere And Make Rhymes
Do Get Paid To Save You Nickels And Dimes
Get Their Adv From Last Friday's Paper
Then You'll Know Who's Pulling The Caper
Look At The Six Items
Above I Think You'll Agree
K Prices Will Save You A Dollar Sixty Three

wo.

21'

6 'oz. SIZE
SOLD ELSEWHERE
1.24

Here Is AFact That I Want Him To Hear
I'm Going To Tell It Over And Over And Make It Very Clear
If He Has The Nerve To Cut Our Prices Some More
Bring His Ad To The Big K Store
Item For Item, Price For Price
We'll Beat His
Ain't That Nice

t
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•
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PAC1Z EIGHT

Backstairs At The
White House

THURSDAY - MARCH Is Iwo

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY MEATS

By 1LERRIMAN SMITH
UPI Whitt House Reporter

&Mir Right Sliced

WASHINGTON UPI. Backstairs at the White Bowe:
It vu said lad tell doer the
quiet beaches of Key Biscayne,
Fla. that, epos word Presided
Nix= vu establish*a peruseeat composed on Bey Laae, a
loue - time islander observeck
Mere goes the neighborboot"
While this was 1ess than coining a phrase, it did tare oat to
be somediat true. For at least
one block of Bay Lase, onboth
sides of the street, the section
now is an undisguised securtty
arm. Gusts must sow tell the
police and or Secret Service did they are erpecting guests and
who they are.

Beef Liver
Lb. 59

SEMI
BONELESS

HAMS

Turkeys
The store that
cares about you!
Pork Liver
Lb. 39c

The Coast Guard allows on
see cralit So came close to
Whim's std.it be en ationlyme Bey. Elea
Isi4bl
Is Sok odleord prom oust
check mit test nowsninb with
the Coast Guard.
Also, Key Biomes Todd Club
is
- The deb ownneed= resift wonted new
burs' shout hullo rigorism or
diollogrephers es gents on che
pircmerty, particularly Is the dock
area where C. G. "Ildre Rahoso, the President's ruldigbaddg on the island and sestAbor
seighbor, moors WS houseboat
op which Nixon cruises to.brief

Rib Stook

Super Melt tic`
naltsa

BRISKET

Moreover, if the Secret Service is to provide optimum sea
laity for a President when be is
away from the White Howe, a
great deal of neighborliness in a
place SOCI1 as Key Biscayne bas
to go.
A consoling note for Nixon
neighbors de Key Biscayne relax
yam sew security. Disconnect
your burglar alarms sad leave
the doors =locked. You're pert
of the prescy sow.

L

•4010

L..$1.09 Cod

Byrne%

Or Port01•°9
,

Doloosics Stook.1,4129 Barbecue • •
so. pb.89e
One
Lb.
Pork Lolo"s"""cbt:69e Chick.. Liv
ors.,)1.99
Pork Susses Lb. 1141.)I e09 % Fryers
Lb. 49t
Quartet

Fronde

boa

Polo? End

Coseitre frost

Flat End Lb.

LB.

914

1-Lb. S91‘.1

&gut Portion

2

Soper Ristit Aral

Swiss
11

V.A. Farn, Brand (Whole

Stook

Lb,

GARDEN FRESH PRODUCE!

Largo ens 1...14 S....et
00
$1..0
Gold Core •
Gold core slatar(
n3.1::::1:11:ekrot":33:7
7::::
17 0/.7 in, $1.00
Cat Beets 'I"
303 Size 7
$1.00
Potatoes ASP What.
7 Foe $1.00

Or Half)

89t cmpoltry nces...Lb.89r
40
SIZE

RED

Potatoes
16 Oe. Cant
ll:Tu
:
P :
Mustard ...nd Kale
"

WHITE OR PINK

ONIONS

CABBAGE

- GRAPEFRUIT

84

LB.
NUTLEY

AJAX

Margarine

ANN PAGE

BOTTLE
-SAVE-

43

& WAFFLE SYRUP

62c

24-0Z.
BOTTLE

-104 OFF-

Cheese Slices
12-02.
PKG.

550

-SAVE 10i-

Floor Wax
2i01

BOLD DETERGENT
SAVE

-

BOX

JUMBO
ROIL

69

Scott Towels

14c
THRILL DETERGENT

C

AMV11•1,1 StSLII)
arrots

y
G:
e
r :
o
ut
as
sa
:
ousesinxiiin
i Haut.4

Juice
Spieled A"
Juice
Soots Asirsik.d
Peet ASP.
ASP Whole Small
Beets
Ail/ Tomato
Juke
Apple Sauce •ASP

BTL

N

::
II

6 Ia, $1 .00
6 lie $1.00
$1.00
11102.C:in 5 r..r$1.00
303 Sue

2913.C.an 3,101 $1.0
0

$1.08

L

ALP Hash Browns

FROZEN
POTATOES
SAVE

JAR

3

2-LB. $100
BAGS

174

• JANE PARKER

89,

White Bread
260Z.

SAVE
16c

SCOTT

-SAVE 19iJANE PARKER Panch

Towel Holders

2

3.501. $1
TUBE

Nu. 303 S.,e

io_oz.$1 28

SAVE 20i

L VES.

FOR

CREST

Prell

11.00
1,00
6 $1.0
(
01
0
2 tan 6 h. $1.00
6 h. $1.00
6.

Nescafe Coffee

INSTANT

22 OZ. BOTTLE

LIQUID

7
;7 'Ili:1$111:
.0000

Core ASP rea•K 31).1c
5 $1.00
Core Air Wiwi* Kernel
17 Os. Can 5 Fnt $1.0
0
ASP 7 rel... h SRI. Green
Beams
IS% Oz. Can $ lot $1.00
Pork Si Beans Sultana 41 Oa. Catt3 Fe
'
51 •00
Tomatoes Sultana
i• Os.Con 5 1-$1.00
Sections A&P Grape/urn 16 Os. Can 4 'or $1.00
Shamto•k Mandarin
"•\ Or
11 0/ Can
I "' $1.00

134 OFF

Prices
Effective Thru
Set. Mar. 15th

I4 :
-'
,
:
C
•
1
4
)
1:;;
L
:S
SS
.iinii:e

ASP Unsneelened Grans
:
'
an
N..., 2 t an

r

-SAVE 641-

SIMONIZ UNIQUE

3 LB.
1-0Z.

ha $1.00

Gfellits

Pineapple=

MEL-0-BIT

Pancake

Liquid Cleaner
28-01

7

,11 MiatJ

YELLOW

Professional Photographers
The late John F. Kam* wee
cared little that diplosillog bus.
Is approsched
ilysseisport
dock on Cep Cod sib tourists
Meg the rails clads* away
wIlk their butmotics. Hut this
tell.pme denied slur hisdecd.& ens yeetroolosid
piers began to show mi in apes
dy cabin cruisers with bigh tom
towers from which they amid
view the First Family through
teiescopic lenses.
Eves on Lake Lyndon B. Johnson, the President from Texas
first took a charitable view of
private small craft coming near
his various boats. Charity sided
at home, however, when professional photographers spotted LBJ
flaked out co the bow on his small
cabin cruiser in a pork-pie cap,
muffler, bare midriff and quilts
ample trunks.

Mom la)

00

18 OZ.$
JARS

Super Right Beef

Corned Beef

•
4

•

AFT JAM
OR JELLY

SLICED

No Small Craft

:Tat,it mews like only yesterdip vies Oho yacitchnnesdoing
tie Oust to welcome the Press,
perikeierly in the vedisinnediddy tellseing lest ilonnher's
doctiss.
_
...L.pc'1k
teduring this roseate
.
period, a fried
of*Mead liehera,Alex Gregory. a Med Beach builder, sad
Ws attractive Val goiterod their
henringse lent at the club Bevoral those as something ofa hospitality enter for journalists
troweling ell the president GM.
ct.
The sionophere was
Is dyne, however. It always
doss. The pudic ad puts a
Prodding in the White House
beesses a mass eassice once
he Is losipratimi. Innedbitely
Mier as doctioo. a presidentOld NS iis yds are so beeped
• "lingt :4111011
ahoy are
triads Ira groerYitildp. Then realism of presidulM1 security
bogiss to settle over ben and
"tentie see us wbes you're in
tows" becomes a hollse phrase.

U.S.D.A.
GRADE A
FROZEN

(sAvEloi).

89c -.Avg W-

pie

494

Special Offer!

SECRET

Tooth Paste Deodorant

39

REG.
OR
MINT

$ 09

5 68
-7!OFF-

ALP FRUIT DRINKS
SIX FLAVORS

5 OZ./
SPRAY
CAN

GOLDEN RISE
BUTTERMILK OR SWEETM1LK

6BIS
.zACUI
Ns TS9t

Von
Woman's Day
Encyclopedia
of Cookery
168 pages 801

EAST OF SOU

The Israeli
Air Force released theme to„quence photos showing an
Egyptian MIG-21 being shot
down during dogfight with
.in Israeli fighter plane east
of the Suez Canal

BATHRO
TI
G
ITISSUE

3

recipes
84 a 11" Hard Covers

2 CT.. PK(3.5.79

SAVE 84
"riliraffilaingailillettrfifro
„lge

••11.1.-

4411131BIGIWt

only894
Volumes 2-12 11.49
each.

4

•

•

. seasameramilimaid
,iiiminsaissimires

-211.111:811,
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.%

THE LEDGER

OP

BOWLING
STANDINGS
KENTUCKY LAKE BOWLING
LEAGUE
111
Monday, March 3, 1969
Team
W. L.
Martin Oil
6836
T. V. Service
63% 329
Bank of Murray
62 34
Murray Lodge
55% 409
Mutual of Omaha
413 48
School of Bus.
47 49
Lindaers
45% 5094
Ryan Milk
33 83

re that

Colonial Bread
3194 6454
Country Encisen
26 70
MI* Same Scratch
J. Neale
261
P. Lovett
234
S. Hargrove
223
Wok GOON WHC
J. Neale
264
P. Lovett
300
S. Hargrove
96.1
High Teem 3 Genies Scratch
T. V. Service
2725
High 3 Games Scratch
J. Neale
_447
L Dixon
...606
T. C. Hargrove
.601
High 3 GOWNS WHC
J. Neale
688
L Dixon
601

out you! •

toffee
1128

High Team 3 Gaines WHC

JohneJn's Grocery
3074
Rawland Refrigeration
2859
Owen Food Market
2771
High Ind. Game Scratch
Bobbie Garrison
221
LaVaughn Latimer
207
Vireinia Buchanan
194
High Ind, Game WHC
Bobbie Garrison
249
LaVauglin Latimer
239
Virginia Buchanan
236
High Ind. 3 Games Scratch
Bobbie Garrison
546
LaVaughn Latimer
542
Mildred Hodge
501
High Ind. 3 Games WHC
La V a u ghn Latimer
838

THURSDAY - MARCH 19. 1969

Bobbie Garrison
158 On th• House
630 Mildred Hodge
PARIS (UPI) -Guests who
Virginia Buchman
154
518 LaVaugbn Latimer
Wands Nance
Splits Converted
154 spend three days at a de luxe
Betty Riley
152 hotel in Paris during August
3-10 & 5-7 Betty Dixon
Virginia Buchanan
152 will be offered free accommo3-10 Katherine Lax
dations for a fourth day. the
Betty Dixon ____ 5-10 & 5-10 Joye Rowland
143
French Government Tourist
Toni Hopson
141 Office announce
3-10 Isabel Parts
d. In four-star
Mildred Hodge
1
2-7 Betty Riley
hotels, a free fifth day includCarol Hill
Mildred Hodge,
5-7-8
ing room and breakfast will be
Martha Andrus
2-7-1
given every guest whose regular
Janice Hale
5-7
stay totals four days.
Wanda White ____ 3-7-10 & 5-6
UN
Estelle Ezell
RATION
(UPI)
S
_3-7-10
Boxing gloves were first u•ed
Hilda Jackson
2-7 About 1,550 buildings and sites
France.
Jean Moore
3-10 In Spain are officially classified in 1818 in Paris,
* •
Pat Scott
3-10 as "Historic Monuments," according to the U.N. Educational,
Heavy weight Joe Louis earned
High Ind. Averages
Scientific and Cultural Organi- 94.6 million during his 15-year
Bobbie Garrison
160 zation UNESCO
).
ring career.
Marilyn Parks
158

hunreTpr

„Going lipq

Centennial: Scrapbook
In 1889, when
16..c
1.• Union Pacific

Central Pacific and
construction gangs
were bringing trackage steadily toward
each
other for a link-up in Utah. workers
rigged
sails to propel themselves upon
small fourwheel flat-cars along stretches of
prairie.
Joseph P. Wcodbury of Boston offered
what
he believed a better idea. He advertise
d:
"The steam railway car will seat
fifty
passengers and draw one seventy-passenger
car behind it, on any railway grade
in the
United States. It will not frighten horses
or
make objectionable noise; the machiner
y
being out of view, and there being no
toothed
gears, bell, or whistle.

Back*

ww

"The steam railway car will run twentyfive miles per hour, at a cost not exceeding 812 per 100_ miles for fuel, engineer, and
conductor. It adapts itself to inequalities of
track with greater ease, is less liable to be
thrown off, and causes less wear of rail than
any other cars. For passenger travel it is
pecullary adapted . . ."
Mr. Wcodbury had obtained U.S. _patents
on his innovations, and arranged with the
Atlantic Works,'at Boston, to manufacture
the cars " in large numbers." Possibly the
idea is still good for relieving traffic jams
on highways.

CLARK Ii1NNAIRD

•

=0.6 $1.00
5 or $1.00
Can 3 lot $1.00
. Ca* 51". $1.00
(-5 $1.00
Cm5 lot $1.00
i.ef $1.00
c.5 "-$1.00
c..4 lm $100
.4 $1.00 r

TIDIES - MURRAY. RINTU
CILY

•

JA
ILY
.$1100 •

iois.71... $1.00
$1.00
:1170,
0351,1 71
"$1.00
'A.... 7 $1.00
$1.00
t kale
us„,7 tor $1.00
7 to,
Cant 71.$1.00
Ca„ 7
"$1.00
1 4„ 6 h. $1.00
"$1.00
"6
)3 S4
2 tin 6 lot $1.00
ions.6 to,$1.00
3s,i. 6"$1.00

&

C. Chilcutt
MAGIC.TRI LEAGUE
845
High Team 3 Games WHC
Team
W.
T. V. Service
March 4, 1969
3022
High individual Averages
Johnson's Grocery
85 15
J. Neale
191 Rowland Refrig.
84 36
T. C. Hargrove
184 Ezell Beauty School 61 39
N. Chancey
183 Murray Beauty Salon 55 45
Dixon
179 Jerry's
55 45
J. Washer
178 Bank of Murray
48 52
H. Dunn
Owen
Food Market
178
46 54
P. Buchanan
175 C untry Kitchen
36 64
G. Hodge
Carroll
Volkswagen 27 73
175
V. Riley
175 Clifford's Gulf
23 77
D. Abell
High Team Game WHC
175
H. Garner _
175
R. McNeely
173 Johnson's Grocery
1108
L. Hendon
170 Rowland Refrigeration
1043
Tern L. Arndt,
Jerry's
940
Sec.-Treas. Owen Food Market
940

SURE PROTECTION FOR YOUR SAVINGS
Federal Home 1.14,aff Bank System
Federal Savings & Loan Insurance Corporation
-

6

•

Illustration of the Woodbury "locomotive
car" from "Gems of Art," published by New

England lithographic Strain Printing Co.
at Boston, 1889. Ornamentation was brilliant.

THESE ARE VERY IMPORTANT TO SAVERS
1. INSURED SAFETY
2.1MMOIATE WITHDRAWAL PRIVILEGES (No Notices Required)

. COLOR TV SPECIALS
Only

•

3. HIGHER INSURED RATES
51/%
5cY0
/4

SHOP & COMPARE
Curtis-Mathis

CE RT IF ICAT S
($10,000 Min.)

Offers Such
Quality & Price

1

399"

?ad
so Three Stage IF
fro Automatic Degaussing
so Power Transformer
so 8-Year Picture Tube Warranty
so Instant Entertainment
so 295 Squart.Inch Picture Tale

49t

PASSBOOKS
(No Minimum)

DEPOSIT $1 50 OR MORE II
RECEIVE
A 5-PIECE PLACE SETTING
of STAINLESS TABLEWARE or YOUR
CHOICE of STAINLESS CUTLERY PIECES .

1

304 E. MAIN STREET

AL LEN ROSE
Public Relations
& Loon Officer

(Branch of Hopkinsville Federal Savings
and Loan Association)

Peanutse

BRUCE THOMAS
Branch Manager

by Charles M. Schulz
HERE'S THE
111ORLD-FA443
A5TRONAUT
APPROAC4IN6
TNE MOON..

4'1 WE CAN MATCH ANY OUALITY
J" WE CAN TOP ANY PRICE be' WE CAN TOP ALL WARRANTIES

I Offel
--

41//
40

MURRAY FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN OFFICE

•
with a
qualified
trade

CE RTIFICATES
($3,000 Min.)

IT LOOKS LIKE A DIRTY EXACH

Cl-MATHE

OFFERS
ONLY
THE 8-YR. PRO-RATED PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY
2 Full Years PLUS 6 Years Pro-Rated
TV REPAIR ON ALL BRANDS . . . FAST,
EXPERT SERVICE ON COLOR ANn
BLACK & WHITE
- All Work Fully Guaranteed ALSO ANTENNA & TOWER WORK
Many Good Used TVs

n's Day
pecha
kery

Nancy

by Ernie Busluniller
SENATOR, IS IT TRUE
THAT YOU - - -

J

NO
COMMENT

.V. SERVICE CENTER

I recipes
Covers

914
4

•

NANCY, HAVE
YOU BEEN
AT THIS
JAM
p
.
AGAIN ?

-ERIv,
eerasfrimiL

"We Truly Appreciate Your Busineu"
312 N. 4th
753,-5865

•
•
5.

•

•

• _

.• . 7

•

JO
•*

•

•

PAGE MI

Legal Notice

•
•

Tat 1.21)(13111 • TINES
request a loWer standard volt- Mg demands of power sold by
A in said most recently cosado As agreed Neon-fiscal year as &tennisRate
ed by TVA from its row* exA. If the customer's dammed ceeded or was lope than 40
cents.
for the month and Its con- respectively.
tract demand. if any, are
Any adjustment made pureach lass than 50 kilo- suant to paragraphs 1, 5, er 3
watts:
above shall be effeetivi for 12
Demand Charge: Neat
consecutive monthly billings 1stWiling with the first bill rendEmmy Charge:
ered from meter readings taken
First 100 kilowatt hours after August 1 of the calendar
per =oath at 340 cents year in which each mil fiscal
year ends.
per kwh.

THURSDAY - MARCH 13, WS

110111All. KINTE1CILY

stem of the feeillties devoted to the Ile** ea
,
rice specified in Ilk Pert
A. The inveseasud tear.
NOTICI
will be recosegulmg in
A hearing will be bald be
July 1 of mall ram ea
ginning at 3:30 o'clock p.
more often Usebeisstial
L S. T, Monday, March M,
changes are and., and
1900, by the Public Service
one-twelfthof the total While almost two-thirds of the
ogigkiiirlde MP
)
.Ceemiselon ef Kentudu at its
Ow dub olamajor
annual charge so comput- nation's independent tessinessgams in the Old Clegibal Anmen
,
in
a
poll
cooducted
by
the
ed will he billed to the
al WO INA taut, ob*ben Bulletin at Frankfort, Leacustomer monthly. U any National Federation of Indepeo- dlegarbeg the
• Middayins
of •
lucky, in Case No. 5140 as to
part of the facilities has dent Business, favor opdatirg the egagelies
the reasonableams of the folnot been provided at the titrust laws to dampen congloDe.Pail L. Haxmood,associalowing rate schedule
electric system'sexpense merate mergers, more rapid act- te praimeor of management at
which the West Kentucky Rural
Mistimmi Bill
Next 400 kilowatt hours
or if the installed cost of ion is probably needed at this the University of Utah says, "It
Electric Cooperative CorporaThe monthly bill under A
per month at 1.30 cents
any portion thereof is re- time.
just dmsn't make sense to have
tion, of Mayfield. Kentucky, proabove shall in no case be leas
per kwh.
fleeted on the books of Two steps Utak= immediately a $20,000 estate tax on a farm
poses to place into affect
than $1.30. The monthly bill
another municipality or by the Congress would slowdown appraised at $160,000 when it is
approval by the Commisnoe
Additional energy 1.20 under B above shall in no case
agency or department, the the merger pace, Federation re- yielding only 810,000 net income
to all its members and
cents pea kwh.
be leas than $1.50 plus an adannual investment charge searchers assert.
annually, The farmer is going
scribers:
ditional $0.30 per kilowatt for
will be adjusted to reflect
B. If either the customer's
Cue would be the repudiation to be forced to sell his business."
the
excess
over
30
kilowatts
properly
of
the remaining of the Johnson administration's
RESIDENTIAL RATS demand for the month or the
NAM demand during the
cost to be borne by the curtailment of American
SCHEDULE R-2
its contract demand is a
over- In a less academic, but more
preceding 13 months. Under C
electric ordain.
least 30 kilowatts but not above,
seas investments which has gen- trent manner, a respondent
AvailablUty
the monthly bill for demore than 3,000 kilowatts:
erated economic incest. The oth- to the Federation's continuous
PART 11-RATES FOR
mend, energy, and adjustments
This rate shall apply only
er step would ben revamping of field survey, the operator of a
otrr000d
UGHTING
TO
shall
in
electric service in a single Pri
no
case be less than
Deemed Charge: $1.13 per
the
estate, or death tax, laws. Califorela mote/ writes, "My
INDIVIDUAL
CUSTOMIRS
$1.30
per kilowatt of the convete dwelling and its ap
month per kilowatt of deLegislation
to enable the anti- husband passed away in March
tract
demand or any higher deawes, the major use of whic
mand
Rate Per Fixtwe
sole heir of the
trust
effectively
laws
control 1967 leaving
to
mand established during the
Is for lighting and
Type of Fixture: Incandescent, conglomerate mergers
ess I
te. Estate
Energy Charge:
should be
preceding 12 months, but said
appliances, for the personal
$1.30 shall be adjusted in the open or enclosed globe; Lamp before the Congress, it instated, taxes should be levied on onecomfort and conveniences o
She:Up to 200 watts, Sews
First 15,000 kilowatt-hour, same
but it should also be realised that half of a jointly owned business,
manner as provided in Monthly Charge
those residing therein. Pri
per month at 0.87 cent
$1.75.
legislation will open up a and this was done, but the value
such
Adjustment
dwellings in which mace is oc3
above
with
reper kwh.
spect to the customer's billing Tope of Mature: Incandescent, legal "donnybrook" which will of the business which tits been
casionally used for the co
of business by a person rest
Next ELMO kilowatt-hours demand. Distributor Amy re- gess or enclosed globe; Lamy require an inordinate amount of In operation continuously for more than 20 years was assessed
therein will be served unde
per month at 0.67 cent per quire
35MOM SW 300 to $50 watts; Base debate and could result in the
than them misled above.
this rate. Where a portion of
bwk.
barn being locked after the hor- at too high a figure divesting
lilaiwhly Clow $100.
me of available cash in order
a dwelling is used regularly to
ses are stolen.
Type of Fixture: Mercury Lamp
Next 10,000 kilowatt-hours
the conduct of business,
The freeze on American in- to pay the Federal Estate Tax.
Seasonal Service
She: 100 to 900 watts; Base
per month at 0.44 cent
electricity consumed in
vestments overseas, Federation This created a financial crisis
Customers 'rho contract for Monthly Charge
per kwh.
$250.
portion so used will be separateresearchers claim, has resulted for me, forcing me to obtain a
service on a sespinal basis shall
•
o • AlliglutpiglIV.,„Orrie&C.„-high interest (8 percent) loan in
ly metered and billed under the
:00,.......
Next MAO kilowatt be limited to 1,300 kw and shall Type ef Fixture: Mercury; Lamp in what they describe as econo- order to operate my business.
General Power Rate; if separate
A7 "151*s
10
plus
rates
above
the
Size ZOO to 450 watts, Base Mame mic incest. Denied by govern72.
how per month at 0.33 pay
,•••
'
circuits are not provided by the
percent of the bill computed thly Charge $3.50
metal action the opportunity to "Local lawyers and tax as•
lin&
per
cent
customer, service to the entire
alter any adjustments are apput idle capital to wort in other sessors tend to assess too high
premises shall be billed
Additional ewer 0.31 plod. For such customers the Type of Fixture Mercury; Lamp parts of the world where it is on the taxable property so that
CONG RUSHED MffO MUUDN COMPOUND Captured M a
the General Power Rate. This
cent per kwh.
minimum monthly hill provid- She: 430 to 1,200 watts; Ow needed, these funds have been they may collect a high percenbattle near Bien Hoc village in South Vietnam, Viet Cong
rate shall not apply to service
Monthly
Charge
$7.00.
4 for above shall not apply.
prisoners are hustled into a prison compound.
directed internally toward the tage for their work. This leaves
institutions such as clubs, fra- C. If either the cieetwer's lbielsed. each customers shall
a widow in great jeopardy on a
The above charges in this acquisition of domestic investdemand for the mama ea' pay minimum monthly bill of
ternities, orphanages or homes.
business where she has worked
a
Part B are limited to ter ments.
its contract IMMO!in $5.00 so loss as service is cut
recognized rooming or boarding
with the husband for many yea- on that basis, but if currently New-Hotel
There
Is
a
parallel
definite
vice
from
a
standard
street
Idlegreater
them
BM
houses; or the space in an
valued at $250,000 it has neither
COPENHAGEN (UPI) - The
In, shall pay i minimum annual
rs."
lighting fixture installed between the accelerated rate of
watts:
apartment or other residential
bill which shall in no case be
Independent businessmen have the profitability, nor the cash new economy priced hotel Bel
on
conglomerate
a
pole
mergers
already
the
and
in
place.
building primarily devoted to
reserves, to justify the death Air will open in mid-April near
lam than (a) 2 cents per kiloDeineed Charge:
The fixture shall be be actions of the ,Johnsaa-adiabils---s-9299.00.).4. bean .9k/oritlell tares assessed.
use as an office or studio for
Copenhagen's Kastrup Airport, t
every
bill
Intl
has
been
First 73,000 kilowatts of Watt.Wcour of the maximuzainonintroductoeiectrically
controlled tration on overseas investmeatat
professional or other gainful
Thus while not minimizing the the Danish National TravelOffice
ed in the Congress over the past
demand per month, at thly consumption for customers
slimly or as part of a the researchers claim.
purpose*.
updtting
for
need
an
of the antiwhose demand does not exceed
$1.15 per kilowatt.
group. ff the customise
While such controls were bill- five years to reform the death trust laws to meet changing con- announced. Rates will be $8
30 kilowatts or (b) $6.00 per
tax laws,
per day for a double room with
Choosier ef Service
wishes
the
fixture
at
a
las
as
alleviating
ed
the
balance75,000
Excess over
kilo- kilowatt of the maximum deCne of the most heavily suppor- ditions, a process that has gone shower while low priced meals
AttengEng current, single or
cation
other
than
on
a
situation,
of-trade
claimed
it
is
watts of demand per mon- mand established for customers
three-pfiNgt, OD cycles. Voltage
pole already in place, Dis- the major reason for such re- ted legislative proposals was in- on since the passage of the Sher- will be available at the cafeteria.
th, at $1.05 per kilowatt. whose demand is over 50 kilosemplieg
be at the diner,lnjr
it.bar
rogly apply a moo- strictions was to further the troduced by Congressman Robert man Act in 1890, Federation re- The hotel is about 30 minutes
watts, and shall pay in addiOMR WI 1111$111Seitors and will
Additional charge for any
not to exceed pursuance of vaguely conceived Dole of Kansas which would per- searchers believe quicker relief from Copentiag:n..
tion the actual cost of cut-ins
1114Menlesil by the voltage
demand in excess of cusmit valuations to be based either is needed and that the two most
50
cents
per
pole for ad- policies of global politics.
and cut-outs in excess of one
from distribution lines
tomer's contract demand, of
on
the actual cost of acquisition, pressing reforms could be acditional
poles
required
to
It is believed that this econoeach per year.
In the vicinity ant or other
at $1.15 per month per
serve the fixture from Dis- mic incest has resulted in the or on the earnings of the enter- hieved almost immediately.
Guidebook
conditiona
kilowatt.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATStributor's nearest avail- trend toward "one bank holding prise at the time of a death.
For Handicapped
SCHEDULE OL
able source. Distributor companies" which are currently This would eliminate the present
PIERRE, S.D. (UPI) - A
Rate
Energy Charge:
TAIM. I aiwan(CPI)- More new guidebook
may adjust the above base concerning 'Congressional com- destructive method whereby tax- First-75 kilowatt-hours per
titled "WheelAvailability
monthly charges up or mittees.
es are established in current than 30(1,01K) -tourists, the most chair Vacationing" hasbeen pubFirst 20,000,000 kilowattmonth at 3.00 cents per kiloAvallbable for service to
in history , visited Taiwan in
down by an amount not
highly-inflated
beers per month at 2_86 street lighting
values
of
property
lished by the South Dakota
When the American banking
systems, park
mills per kwh.
to exceed 50 cents. The system was changed for the four- and equipment that often bear no 1968, the Central News Agency State Publicity
• 1816--150 kilowatt-hours per
lighting, signal systems, athletDepartment for
of
China
foregoing rate if subject th time in history, in 1913, it was relation to the profitability of the
reported. In addition, physically handicapped travelers.
synth at 2.00 cents per kiloNext 30,000,000 kilowatt- ic field lighting installations (on
to revision on July 1 of not envisioned that the system operation. In other words. a NW Taiwan pia.yed host to about There is no
watt-hour.
charge for the bookbows per mouth at 2E0 an off-peak basis), and outdoor
each year based on c
Next-275 kilowatt-hours per
would encounter the present era iness operating on property that 50,000 American .aervieemen let -which contains hetptul inlighting for individual custommills
kirk.
per
as
from
costs
in
month at 140 cent per kilowattof
was
acquired
for
$10,000
Vietnam
providing
might
and
other Asia formation for wheelchair •visiters.
of high government spending with
service under this rata.
hour.
Additional energy 2.73 Service under this schedule
bank monetizing of governmental be showing a reasonabie profit duty stations on rest and recrea- ors to the state.
Znoess over-500 kilowatttion
leaves
mills per kwh.
is for a term of not less than '
When so authorized by debts creating a plethora of monhem per month at 0.70 cents
one year and is subject to Rules
policy duly adopted by Dis- ey.
per kilowatt-hour.
and Regulations of Distributor.
The indapeodecit businessmen
tributor's governing board,
Facilities Reseal Charges
have long voted opposition to the
Adleohnewhi
special
outdoor
lighting
Payment
Aimee
The customer's bill for each Applicable Under C
installations may be pro- foreign aid programs. Rather
The rates set forth below are
month will be increased or de- No facilities rental charge is net, the gross rates
vided, owned, and main- than looking to the United States
being 10
creased by:
+moment for aid, underdeveltained by and and at the
applicable for delivery at 161 percent higher. In the event the
(1) 0.01 mill per kwh for each hr. For delivery at less than current monthly
the expense of Distribut- oped, capital-short nations shoubill is not paid
0.01 mill or major fractious 161 kv, the customer will pay, within 10 days from
or's electric system. Dis- ld arrange attractive investment
date of
tliereof by which TVA's fossil in addition to all other charges bill, the gross rates shall apply.
tributor may require re opportunities for private capital,
Med nuclear fuel expense per hereunder, a facilities rental
imbursement from the cus- it is argued.
kwh sold by TVA as determin- charge of 13 cents per be per
However, the Johnson embargo
tomer for a portion of the
PART A-RATES FOR
ed by TVA from its records m- month for the first 10,000 be
initial cost of such instal- on overseas investment while at
STREET AND PARK
ceeded or was less than 2.45 of the customer's contract delation and shall require the same time mooetization of
LIGHTING, SIGNAL SYmills, respectively, during the mand and 5 cents per be per
payment by the customer government debt continues has
STEMS, AND ATHLETIC
most recently completed fiscal month for the portion of conFIELD LIGHTING - INof monthly charges suf- created a danger-out situation,
year ending with AM. 30, and tract demand which is in exSTALLATIONS
ficient to cover all of Dis- Federation researchers claim.
(2) 0.03 mill per kwh for each cess of 1.0,000 kw except that,
tributor's costs, including It Is likened to a flood that hall
1 cent or major traction there- for delivery at less than 46 In, I. Energy Charge.
appropriate Overheads poured over restraining dam
of by which the sum of (a) 20 cents shall apply in lieu of
1.00 cent per kilowattof providing, operating, with the impounded money, hiTVA's interest charges to opera- 15 cents in the first portion of
hour.
and maintaining such in- stead of creating new economic
tions during the most recently said facilities rental charge.
stallations.
power throughout
the world,
The customer's bill for
completed fiscal year ending
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
flooding the domestic ecenosay,
each month will be inAdjustments
with June X) and (b) the reELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE
The same inflationary liras
creased or decreased by.
1. Under A, B, and C above,
turn on the appropriation inCORPORATION, MAYFIELD compounded by the inheritance,
(1) 0.01 mill per kwh for
vestment that TVA is obligated the customer's bill for each
KENTUCKY
each 0.01 mill or major
or death taxes, are also foreleg
to pay for the fiscal year im- month will be increased or defraction thereof by which
H-1TC family - owed, or closely - bald
mediately following said most creased by 0.01 mill per kwh
TVA's fossil and nuclear
firms to seek shelter from
recently completed fiscal year, for each 0_01 min OT major fracfuel expense per kwh sold
divided by the sum of the mon- tion thereof by which TVA's
by TVA as determined by
thly billing demands of power fossil and nuclear fuel expense
TVA from iU records exsold by TVA in said most re- per kwh sold by TVA as deceeded or was less than
cently completed fiscal yew as termined by TVA from its re1.48 mills, respectively,
determined by TVA from its cords exceeded or was less than
during the most recently
records exceeded or was less 1.46 mills, respectively, during
completed fiscal year endthe most recently completed
than 40 cents, respectively.
ing with June 30, and
fiscal year ending with June
30.
(2)
0.03 mill per kwh for
Each adjustment made pur2. Under A above, the cuseach 1 cent or major fracsuant to (1) and (2) above shall tomer's bill for each month will
tion thereof by which the
Its effective for 12 consecutive be increased or decreased by
sum of (a) TVA's interest
thly billings beguu:ung with 0.03 mill per kwh for each 1
charges to operations durcent
or
fraction
nastier
thereof
first bill rendered from
ing the most recently commeter readings taken after Au- by which the sum of (a) TVA's
pleted fiscal year ending
• 1 of the calendar year in intone charges to operations
with June 30 and (b) the
Ellich each such fiBC11 year during the most recently comreturn on the appropirapleted fiscal year ending with
aids.
lion investment that TVA
June 30 and (b) the return on
It obligated to pay for the
Miehisese MeiratityBIll
the appropriation investment
fiscal year immediately
Not more than $2.50 per me- that TVA is obligated to pay
following said most recentter
for the Doti year immediately
ly completed fiscal year,
following said most recently
divided by the sum of the
completed fiscal year. divided
monthly billing demands
GENERAL POWER RATE - by the sum of the monthly billof power sold by TVA in
SCHEDULE C-2
ing demands of power sold by
said most recently comTVA in said most recently completed fiscal year as deAvailability
pleted fiscal year as detenniaed
Available to commercial, intermined by TVA from
by TVA from its records exdustrial, governmental, and
Its records exceeded Or
ceeded or was less than 40
was less than 40 cents, reother customers whose requirecents. respectively.
ments are limited to firm power
spectively.
3. Under B and C above, the
except those to whom service is customer's
bill for each month
Each adjustment made
available under the Residential will
be increased or decreased
pursuant to Al) and (21
or Outdoor Lighting Rates.
by 1 cent per kw of billing deabove shall be effective
mand for each 1 cent or major
Chores-ter of Service
for 12 consecutive monthly
Alternating current, single fraction thereof by which the
billings beginning with the
first bill rendered from
tier threeiphase. 60 cycles. Power ism of (a) TVA's interest charssold under A and B below will es to operations during the diokt
meter readings taken afccmpleted
fisbe delivered at a voltage avail- recently
ter August 1 of the calyear
ending
ii.th
able in the vicinity or agreed to cal
endar year in which each
June
30
and
(b) the return on
such fiscal year ends.
by Distributor Power sold under C below will be delivered the appropriation investment
TVA
that
is
U.
obligated to pay for
Investment Charge
at a tramerussion voltage of 161
The annual investment
by or, if such transmission volt- the fiscal year immediately folcharge shall be 12 percent
age is not available, at the high- lowing said most recently coinS-ft's CALLING CARD
B. let Cavalry soldiers skirt a
of the Installed cost to
est %)Itage rail:ble in the vi plated fiscal year, divided by
huge bomb crater made during on earlier B-52 strike 10
Distributor's electric syrind) unless at the customer's the sum of the monthly bill.
mik's north of Twy Mirth, Soutp ._ Vietnnm

Updating Of Anti-Trust
Laws Enforced By Many
me

Store Hours 8:30-510
Friday 92 pm

4tk & Main
Murray, Ky.

ALUMINUM WARE
ASSORTMENT

3-Pc. Saco Pao Sots
4 Qt. Covered Sacs Pit
1 Cop Percolator
Covered Cake Pan

r

7

t

99
EACI

a

Complete Ladies Ready to Wear Dept.
Dresses - Suits • Slacks - Blouses

and Complete Lingerie Lines
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HOME MADE peanut brittle,
fresh daily, 500 bag. Phone
753-7520 for free delivery.

IN hiSMORY
Just one year ago Cecil Warren
left this world to live in a better home. This poem was written for his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. (Bill) Warren.
Cisme
He's gone. The Master called
bine home.
His faithful parents are left
alone,

Nightcap Flights

NEW YORK (UP!) - F.astern
Air Lines is offering special Nightcap Flights between Washington,
BUY WOOL SLACKS and sweetNew York and Boston for
REAL IISTATI POE SALE
en
at
half price. Spring sportsREAL ESTATE POR SALM
theatergoers and others who want
AUTONOMIES POE SALS
NOTICE
wear arriving now. Stop and
NOTICE
THREE
-BROOM home in Bs- IF
to spend the evening in one of
YOU ARE thinking of sail- A BEAUTIFUL turquoise 1967
see The Stripe Shop, 803
v-sel, on Gilbert Street. R is like ing
WILL
the three cities and return home
'Mk.
PEE-SO
N
Of
persons
NOTICE
We
your property give us a Ford XL, 2 door herd top
repair all makes South 4th St.
new with brand new roof, bard eaLl.
the same night. Planes will leave
We Win be *ad to moo Power steering and broke', fac- having knowledge of a Peon vacuum cleaners, toasters,
This
helpless
child
that
once
wood Goon, electric beet, built- out
Washington and Boston for New
and appreielf Your property tory air, bucket seats and con- oar or truck seeming the left era, irons, heaters, all small 1960 IMORI1-16, Sportsman house
you bore,
front fender of my car, a 1968 appliances. Ward
In range, and nice cabinets. On for we need lintimis
trailer, 32' x IF, $400.00. Con- `Will
York at 11 P.M. and depart
&
Elkins,
sole.
409
need
for
Low
mileage
the
a
.
vigil
Local
autowatch
no from New York for Washing
kit 96' x 155'. It is a good home spring
light blue Ford, Country Squire Maple.
tact Hubert Coles at Hubert's
ton
buying
of
April-1
homes.
more.
mobile.
-C
Parker
Ford
Used
Car Station Wagon, parked
and priced sixth the money.
Antiques on the Hazel Hwy.
on No.
and Boston at 12:30 a.m.
Dept., Phone 753-5273. M-144 5th
Let us show it to you.
Street, in front of the Hou- I, HAROLD LINARD HILL, am
CHECK SO= of our present
From
birth you attended all
M-20-P
not
OWNER CALLED into service. liatiogs. We Witt
responsible
for
his needs,
any
hove just 1905 MERCURY Caliente with ston-licDevitt Clinic on March
RUGS
a
mess?
Just listed for quick sale.
Clean
debts
for
less
11,
incurre
please
whet you are looking ford,
contact Stanley
other than my
Your reward awaits those noble
air and power. Will consider
home, all carpeted and 51
THREE-BEDROOM brick veneer trade. Call 753-6192 after five Young, or Alfred Young, 753- own, as of this date, March 11, with-Blue Lustre! Rent elec- deeds.
tric shampooer $1. Tidwell's
1969.
1% miles southwest of Ni on Sha-Wa Circle. Has two
=7.
11-13-P
M-14-C
M-15-C
Paint Store.
•Providence, up Raul bleilisp. beths, central air mid baseboard
11-15C No more. on earth will Cecil
IS IT POSSIBLE? Yes. In most
"MURR
AY
MERCH
ANTS"
be nursed,
.
1966
House hes six rooms, Intl
Joe
TEN
Passeng
er Ford Counbeet, large utility room, gaIF
carpet
beauty doesn't show? Your prayers
cases
bath, utility, front porch,
were &powered,
rage, front porch and patio. try Squire station wagon. Pow- Bailey Dill of Allied Advertis- new we can install a complete Clean it right
and watch it The Lord
kitchen in one week or
er steering, brakes, factory air. ing Specialists must sell 260
storm doors and
took him first.
Priced right
glow. Use Blue Lustre. Rent
less.
Cabinet
yardstic
s
ks,
and
panelli
"Imprin
ng
ted
to
Forty acres fenced, thirty
with
ANOTHER NICE 3-boiroom A clean local car. Parker Ford
electric shampooer $1. Western So grieve not for your son-his
acres cleared; twenty acres sow brick veneer in Ciroarema. This Used Car Dept., Phone 753-5273. your name or etc." before match. We are reasonable. Free
Auto Store.
estimate
s.
M-15-C soul is at rest,
March
16.
Ken
Call
-Ten
Joe Bailey Dill,
Building
ed down; 1 1/4 acre dark fired; house is real pretty inside.
The God in Heaven knew best.
753-1663.
.45 Burley beam. Two acres gov Large living and dining area,
ITC Supply, 207 Maple, Phone 753- LOFTY PILE, free from soil IS
1969 FORD Galaxie 500 XL, 4
6583.
M
-13-C
arnment lake. Call us to
carport. On large lot.
the
carpet
cleaned
From
with Blue
beginning to end his life
door hardtop, power steering CONTACT Kent Wright at 902
this one today.
THREE-BEDROOM frame for
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
has beed
and brakes, automatic trannnie Poplar for your income , tax
A CASTLE in the clouds.
above average, on Farmer Ave
$1.
Big
K.
Pure
and clean and free of
needs. Call 753-6251 for appoint. SAY FOLKS did you know we
jp bane, rustic outside,
nut. Just a few steps to Uni- Mon. Call 492-8594 after 6 p. la. meat
11-1TC bad a new gift shop in Murray? 1968 COLLIERS Encyclopedias, sin.
11-13-C
Inside. A guest house.
versity Cam,pus. All new wali"The Wishing Well" in West- Include
s, book case and Child You may red assured that
storage building for
to-wall carpet downstairs. Nice 1967 PLYMOUTH Fury II, 4 ELECTROLUX SALES & p
ern Auto invites you US
come Craft set. $120.00 already been scmeone cared,
or boats. On a two-acre bl
Box
213
large room upeteirs and has door sedan. This one is beige,
Murray, Ky., -.vice, C In and browse
around. M-15-C paid, take over payments. 75E- For Cecil, the way
overlooking Kentucky Lake
basement, garage and nice with power clearing, factory M. Senders. Phone 382-3176
has been
8261.
*4-15-C prepared.
Pine Bluff Shores area.
lawn.
air, local one owner. Extra Lynnville, Ky.
April-16-C
property offers a large lak NICE 3-BEDROOM frame at sharp oar. Parker Ford Used
WHEEL CHAIR, like new. Also He is with the angels in
that
home, maybe of your dreams. 14th and Poplar. Newly deco- Car Dept., Phone 753-5273.
patient lifter in good condition. land,
Facilities for a Club House
rated. U you want a nice rued
AUCTI
ON
SAUI
Phone 753-1448 after 3:00 p.
M-14-C
His every need will be God's
Lodge. Surrounded by
ium priced home in good tom
command.
beauty of nature, not ruined Uon, let us show you this house. 1965 VW, 2-door deluxe sedan AUCTION: Saturday, March 15,
by man. We solicit inq
FRIGIDALRE Refrigerator in He bears DO sorrow-He'll
EXQUISITELY doseigned 5-bed- A local straight "Bug". Parker at 1:00 p. m., rain or shine, at
feel
and the opportunity to show room brick home on Doran Ford Used Car Dept., Phone the late Raymond Alexander
good condition. Cheap. Phone
no pain,
you this unique home of seven Road. All carpeted, formal din- 753-5273.
M-14-C farm, five miles southeast of
7534501
.
All
By Popular Demand,
the splendor of Heaven, is
ll-13-P
Murray, 1% miles east of Lolevels. Owner will cowl
ing room, nice living room, two- 1960 PLYMO
his gain.
Steak Night Continues
UTH, 2-door sedan, cust Grove, on the
1960 STAR House Trailer, 10' x
trade for good residential pro- car garage, two baths, one with
old
Murray
-AtV-8 automatic. Fair condition. and Provide
45', air conditioner and washer Written by:
nce Road. Will sell
perty in Murray.
shower, nice fireplace in den. Will sell
THS HOLIDAY INN:
cheap. See at Scotties 1962 430 Case tractor,
included. Call 492-8237. 14-14-C
NEW THREE-BEDROOM brick WE HAVE a beautiful brick
Mrs. Edwin Elkins
plow,
Kansas
City
Strip
Standard, East Mein.
Steak
M-13-C disc and cultivator, John Deere
home in Fair View Acres. A home on North 8th Street. Four
1TF
HENS FOR SALE. 50e each.
Onion Rings
new fast growing subdivision bedroom, worids of clarets, 1966 CROWN Imperial, 4-door tractor, plow, disc and cultivatDowns Poultry Farm, Route 5,
Baked Potato
or,
rubber
of all brick homes. This In
tire wagon, twolarge living mom, with open bead top. Loaded with extras
phone 753-5147.
Tossed Green Salad
M-15-C Paris Guide
well constructed home, on a stairway, carpet, and and options. For solid. edefort, &hest trailer, porn drill, mowHot MIS and Butter
NEW
ing
machine, hay conveyer, 50
TWO ACRES on Highway 732 booklet YORK (UPI - A new FREED BY REDS Renate Kuh' lot 128' x 256', facing east on large lot
this one owner oar is the anReserva
, "Paris on a Budget," is nen, a West German nurse,
tions
Accepte
d
near Kentucky Lake. For fur- being offered
quiet street and owner is able THIS FINE 8-room home on swer. Parker Ford Used Car gallon gas teak. Electric fence,
Telephone No. 753-57118
ther information call 436-2334. It includes free by Air Prance: was freed by Communist
to pass along a good saving 'to So. 8th Street, his full base- Dept., Phone 753-5273. M-14C Iota of hand tools and household
information and troops After being held
Items. If you need good tractors
prisbuyer on this home, because ment, ptered wails, real fine
hi-15-C prices on hotels, restaurants,
oner for more than a year.
of having contracted for it's earpet, liege living room, for- 1955 FORD 2-door, V-8, straight be sure and make this sale.
night
clubs,
subway
and
bus
HOUSE
WIVES
- Show him
She had been seized when
M-15-P Terry Shoemaker, auctioneer.
construction prior to the ad- mal dining room. Two fire- shift. Ceti 753-2568.
you're a good home manager systems, a street map, and lists Viet Cong guerrill
vance of building materials, to pieces and large lot
as overran
shops where tourists can get
M-14-C
1965 WETTE Mtuitang, 2-door
by
using
Tupperware. Ikh o n e discounts
a hospital in the Central
the present prices. It will pay THREE-BEDROOM frame in hardtop. This
up
to
20
per
cent.
The
one
is
753-662
tops, with
4 or 753-1037 for more booklet can
you to investigate this out- Ahno. Reel Mee home. Has wall- a 289 V-8
be obtained by Highlands. She was brought
and automatic transinformation.
*4-15-C writing to Air France. Box 707, to a camp near Konturn by
to-mill carpeting. Will sell or mission.
standing value.
Parker Ford Used Car
New York, N. Y. 10019.
WE HAVE FARMS. (1) 22 acres trade for house in town.
Montagnard tribesmen.
Dept., Phone 753-3273. M-14C
with nice frame home near TWO-BEDROOM frame on Cy•Murray. Has large barn, good press Creek Road. Nice country 1948 V/TLLYS 4-wheel drive
WAITRESSES wanted, Tom's
well, good pond and 14 acres piece for summer or permen- Jeep, '62 engine, excellent conPizza Palace. Apply in person
corn base. (2) Seventy acres ent living. Priced right.
dition. Call 753-2202 ask for
after 3 p. m.
EJO BOOM
with woven wire fence all WE HAVE a nice 3-bedroom Iloyd or Don, after 5:00 p. m.
ACROSS
11-17-C
4 Pasteboard
=000 001E100M
5-Peer Gynt's
around for bogs. Cheap price. brick veneer. Has central beet
M-13-P
I-Experimental
DO RU000 EMU
CASHIER wanted with 1 to 2
mother
(3) 86 acres with $/4 mile and air, all carpeted, has builtrelorn
6-Enthusiasm
UOS
PEI
years experience. Write Box
(collat.)
7 Sasses
blacktop frontage, running wa- ins in kitchen. With this house COME IN and see our inventory
MOMOSOE UMS
4-Cra
131,
te
Murray,
II-Model
Ky.
of
25
used
trucks, ranging from
M-13-C
MOM
ter year amulet nine acre corn you could gill pick your car11000
00
5-Remunerated
9-A state (abbe
03
FINO 00
him. Good cattle farm with 50 pet coion. On nice lot, loaded 1966 models to 1968 models.
10-Surfir
EXPERIENCED Sales Repre- )2-Exist
KM
13-Sn
MOW
Half
akes
-ton pick-ups to two-ton
NOLTA
adherent ol
acres fenced. (4) Ninety
sentstive. Fuli time only. Draw
14-In ileditiew
I I -Female deer
acre in Canterbury Estates.
trucks. $150.00 and up. Parker
IS-Detace
cattle farm on blacktop, with REAL
spins* commission Excelleat
PRETTY
17-Steamship
00
3-bedroom Ford Used
POWO
16-10 place
Car Dept., Phone
(abbe)
tour room house and plenty of stone and brick in Meadow
WIMUO 00
benefits and working conditions.
ASP. w.
19-Compass point
M-14-C
outer. (5) 200 acres in tine state Green Acres. Large living room 753-5273.
U020P0
Opportunities unlimited. Apply
22-Jump
posse".
,
IS-Stigma
24-A
state
of cultivation with frame house. with fireplace, kitchen, has all LOCAL 1967
(abbe.)
In person at Bonanza Mobile
Pontiac Catalina,
20-Remainder
25-Roman road
110 acres bottom land. Can al- built-ins.
21 Symbol for
Homes, No. 12th at Chestnut
4-door sedan, white with black
26 Tidy
37-Dereil
44-Arabian
tellurium
so offer real good 3-bedroom WE HAVE ALL Idiots of
27-144s lightly
Street.
31-Painter
chieftains
lots, vinyl top. Power steering and
11-15-C
22-Pronoun
Small island
21.1
40Th.,. who
brick home and an additional city, country, or bake lots. Wa- brakes. Factory
45-Region
23-Ireland
29-Strike
air.
Parker
sutler
loss
46-Junctu
AVON,
re
add to your family in- 27-Cravat
10 acres with this 200 acres. ter front or Mite view.
30-Emerge
Ford Used Car Dept., Phone
el speech
47-Music:
come. Only a few hours daily. 29-Torrid
victorious
(6) And here is the clincher, SEVERAL LAKE cottages from 753-627
41-Printer's
WESTER
from
N
PtASTI
as
written
CS
CORPO
30-Indite
3.
RATION
32-Taverns
mums
Start your own business now. )1-ConYan
48-Fondle
that is not apt to be on the $3.500.00 up to $14,000.00.
HASTINGS, NOWASHA
ction
33-Cooling device
43-Gmek
49-Female nib
Become an Avon Representat36-Spanish article
market much longer, with the FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate 1960 CADILLAC Convertible.
letter
SO-Campus point
$lowly
ive. Write Mrs. Evelyn L
number of people interested in evade, come by or call GUY $400.00. Call 753-8086. •
33-Fish limb
ill 2 3 till'.6
7 Xi.
• 10 11
Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440, 14-111abylonien
this 285 acre ism with good VANN, REAL ESTATE
There Is a SIG Difference in Plastic Pipe - with
AGdeity
Shady
productive bottom land; 39 acre ENCY at 518 West WMn, Na- 1967 CHEVROLET, Impala. SuGrove
12
Road,
WO'
13
Marion, 35-FoW
1131.ARCOle, you can see it.
per Sport, two-door hardtop.
Kentucky 42064.
corn base and real beautiful tional Hotel Building.
37-Hurried
Business
n with black vinyl top. Pow3111-Skill
building sites on good black-top Phone 753-7724, Home
Why
not use the Safest, Most Sanitary Pipe
70.:•.:I.
/1-14-14-C
39.Ttade for
Phone: er steering and automatic
17lUll
road. See us for details on these Guy Sperm, 753-2687
trans111
moony
19
.
Nei ".
available?
Louise mission. A sharp
DIRECT
OR of Nursing position
40-Males
local car.
listings.
Baker, 753-2400; Onyx
:46..9.5C Z•9.:
Ray, Porter Ford Used Car
41-Te
utonic
open
in opportunity for leaderdeity
AtIgg 21
Dept.,
753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
the for-Farm and Home Water Systems ...
42-Narden
FULTON YOUNG, Realty, 4th
ship and growth in the nursing
Phone 753-5273.
nlill
illill
ea
M
44-Inssters
-14-C
27
111-15-C
Municipal Water Service Lines. ..
& Maple Streets, Murray, Kenfield. Apply in person to Park. 47-Gerrninating
1967
51-er
PONTI
AC
Catalina Station
tucky. Office phone, 753-7333;
view Convalescent Center, 544
Food Processing Plants . . .
S2-Sutfiz:
34
Wagon. Blue with power steerhome phones, Fulton Young,
Lone Oak Road, Paducah.
ten
Well Piping . . . Many other appicaliews
36
ing,
power
63-Girl's
brakes and factory
7534916, Randle
POR RIM`
Patterson,
M-15-C
35•
Sam.
MA
W. A locally owned oar.
NW
435-5897.
IIIIMtg 40
• • • •
64-Ocean
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- er Ford Used Car Dept., ParkWhen cleaning washable wall
55-The
39•
6)
Phone
partment with kitchen and den 753-6273.
coverings rinse the sponge often
IM-14-C
THREE-BEDROOM red brick on Newly decorated. Panelle
66-Observes
d and
and change to clean suds and
37
STScettish
5/4 acre lot with den, one and carpeted. Electric beat
47 411 49
and air
cap
rinses as soon as the water
a half baths, fireplace, carport. conditioned. Excelle
SERVICES OPPBRED
nt location
32
become
s
soiled.
This prevents
Rif
DOWN
On Covey Drive. Call 753-18118 100 South 13iIt St.,
AAP
211$ East Main Street
Telephone 753-3361
Kelly's Pest
I Young
rubbing dirt into the wall fabric
44e.
HORSES: At dud, 2 registM-14-C Control.
sheep
Murray, Kentucky
TFC
or
paper,
and produces the
:
ered 5 gaited stallions, Pre4 4C=
2-Sandarac tree
3-Chastise
cleanest results.
Distr. by United attars Syndicate. Inc
miers Pride by Stonewall Pre(3
3-BEDROOM frame, has den and
UPSTAIRS apartment for corn mier, Ensigns Majestic Style by
utility room. One-half block inertial
or
busines
s
Majesti
use.
Locat
c
Ensign.
Top
breeding
from University. Carpeted throed on campus at 202 North in. USA. One registered Welch
ughout. Has transferable FHA
j5th Street. Phone 759-4864. pony, show type. Sales-TrainLoan. Pay equity and take over
11-13-C ing-Boarding. Blackwell StaJUST LIKE I THOUGHT-A PIG FEW!
payments of $83.20 per month.
ROLLO 6REF'SLEV BEING A BACHELOR-0
bles. Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone
*ELL, JUST SETTIN AM)SHAKING
Phone 753-1222.
M-14-C
HIS
HOUSE
IS
PROBA
SLY
A NIGHTMARE.
March-31-C
MY NEAP WON'T GET IT CLEANED
EMBASSY Apartments. 2-bed 753-6977.
WELL, I'M ABOUT TO GIVE IT A THOROUG4-I
2-BEDROOM frame house, 0,U
room unfurnished apartment foi FOR THE BEST possible TV
CLEAN
IN6,
CHARLIE
500 00. See at 401 South 10th couple
only. Available now SERVICE call BILBREY'S yo
or call ms-idas.
Wall-to-wall carpet, air-oondi G. E. DEALER. Factory trained
tinned, modern kitchen appli technicians, genuine factory
FOUR-ROOM frame house with antes, 1197.50 per month. Call parts at reasonable rates 21
M-14-C Main. Phone 753-5617.
both. On large lot. Garage and 753-4331.
H-1
&wash house. Twelve miles from
WANTS
O
REWT
TO
w Murray at Tri-City, Bell Wal- 10' x 50' HOUSE Trailer. Air
drop, phone 3822320.
M-13-P conditioned, automatic washer, WANTED: One
two-bedroom
or
electric heat. $65.00 per month unfurni
shed house out of city
THREE-BEDROOM brick house, Couples only.
Phone 7534231 limits on paved road. Must
have
full air conditioning, all elecM-19-C running water and bath.
Rent
tric, Large kitchen, carport. Now
Robertson School. By owner. NEW THREE-BEDROOM house reasonable. Phone 753-1916 and
TFNC
Call 753-1292 days or 7538073 on South 10th Street available ask for Mary.
nights.
M-17 April 1 to April 15. $110 per
month. Call 753-3903.
M-15-C

* Your Guide *

TO WOO EATING

)uND-Captured in a
ri Vietnam. Viet Cong
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